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Officials Announce
Plans For New Store
J. C. Penney Company, Inc.,
has announced its plans for a
JCPenney department store in
the Chestnut Hills Shopping
Center. The store is tentatively
scheduled to open next summer.
The new store will concentrate its merchandise assortments in fashion apparel for
the family and in home furnishings and housewears. The
store will also introduce
JCPenney Catalog shopping to
the area.
W. E. McCarthy of Brentwood, Tenn., district manager
for JCPenney storetk in this
area, announced
Company's plans. "We are very
pleased to get this opportunity

to serve the people of Murray
and the surrounding area
JCPenney will bring 110 years of
experience in serving the needs
of America." The store will be'
the company's 28th in Kentucky.
The new JCPenney store will
reflect the company's increased fashion emphasis. An extensive collection of women's
fashion apparel and accessories, featuring JCPenney
exclusive private labels as well
as branded styles from the nation's most popular manufacturers, will be a principal
feature of the store.
The size of the new store will
be 34,000 square feet, allowing
JCPenney to present broad

assortments in other traditional soft goods, such as
chddren.,and infanta apparel.
menswear and men's furmshings. active sports apparel.
curtains and draperies, bedding and bath furnishings, and
fabrics.
Other departments would include luggage, housewears,
and decorative furnishings
Chestnut Hills Shopping
Center is being developed by
CBL Associates of Chattanooga, Tenn. In addition to
JCPenney, the center includes
a Kmart store that is already in
business and will house approximately 15 other retail and-or
service businesses.

Proposed Cable Impro4ments
SO NICE TO "GNAW"
YOU — A portion of Clarks
River is quickly becoming a
winter home for beaver in
southwest Calloway County.
Top photo, the beavers are
using sticks, logs, bottles,
brush and whatever else
available to prepare for colder weather. Although at
first glance the identity of'
this structure may be
unknown, a clue, bottom
photo, is found near the
beaver dam,ready for use.

Photos by Jennie Gordon
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Study Does Not Solve Question
On Powers Of State Governor
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Does the Kentucky governor
have too much power in revising the budget and reorganizing agencies?
A legislative committee approved a 164-page report Friday, but did not answer the
question.
It made no recommendations, but 'offered some
possibilities if the legislature
chooses to go into the matter
further.
The program Review and Investigation Committee
authorized the detailed study
last August.Its chairman at the
time was Rep. Buddy Adams,
D-Bowling Green, who now is
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.'s
legislative liaison officer.
There has been continuing
controversy about Brown's role
in dealing with fiscal crises and
his reshuffling of state agencies
by executive order.
The Kentucky Education
Association became incensed
enough at his budge cuts to file
suit against him.
Brown's re-creation of the
Public Service Commission
despite the 1980 legislature's
refusal to do so also has stirred
conflict.
Critics have said that the
legislature is not getting
enough iinput in such decisions,
is being bypassed or, in financial changes, had no right to
grant a governor such powers.
Ten Legislative Research
Commission employees helped
compile the study, causing a

delay in completing some other
committee projects.
One of the conclusions:
"Kentucky's governor has
the power to revise budgets in a
revenue shortfall situation and
to reorganize state government
as deemed necessary.
"Certain restrictions on
budget revision powers are implied by the constitution, but
these are very broad and ambiguous. Reorganization
powers are unlimited."
The report said that on fiscal
matters,"the lack of guidelines
places the governor into the
position of determining policy
and program priorities" and
makes his actions vulnerable to
lawsuits.
On reorganization, the study
said "no other state with biennial sessions gives as much formal power by statute to the
governor."
But it noted that legislatures
in such other states have the
capability of annual sessions
without the limitations imposed
by Kentucky law — "thereby
making it unncessary to
delegate Carte blanche powers
to the governor."
The Kentucky legislature,
convening every two years,can
go into special session only
upon a governor's call.
On manipulation of the
budget, the report said Kentucky is similar to most other
states — 39 of which authorize
gubernatorial power to reduce
spending.
The nearest thing to a recom-

Reagan Wants Changes
In Civil Rights Law
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Reagan on Friday
endorsed a 10-year extension of
the Voting Rights Act, but said
he wants several changes in
key provisians of the.strong
House-passea version of the
landmark civil rights law.
In his first official statement
on the law, Reagan said he
would support either tr4t
extension of the current law or
a modified version of the ;bill
passed by the House last
month, a bill he had earlier
called "prettyeutresne.”
Stn. Edward K.Kennedy,
Mass., a leading supporter of

extension of the current act,
praised Reagan for not endorsing "the extreme right wing opposition" to the law. But Kennedy said he was disappointed
Reagan didn't support a
tougher bill.
•
Reagan didn't spell out all of
his problems with the House
bill, but did say he believes the
lase should require minority
groups to prove any
discrimination was intentional
when they challenge election
laws. The House bill would require only a slowing that
discrimination resulted, not
that it was intentional.
•

mendation was in the
reorganization field, and the
study carefully put that under
the label of "alternatives."
One possibility mentioned
was using the LRC to pick a
committee between sessions
which would review all executive orders dealing with
reorganization — such as the
currently controversial version
involving Brown's attempt to
take away some functions from
the state Agriculture Department.a constitutional office.
"The committee could be
given 30 or 60 days to act upon
the proposal," the report said.
"If it chose not to, then the executive order would become effective after the review had
elapsed. If the committe
recommended changes, then
they would be negotiated with
the executive."

OutlinedAt Committee Meeting
Proposed improvements to
the Murray Cablevision system
were outlined at the initial
meeting this week of a study
. committee artpointed by
mayor-elect Holmes Ellis.
Craig McCrystal, regional
manager of ATC, Murray
Cablevision's parent company,
explained the proposal to the
panel of 28 local citizens.
ATC has requested an early
renewal of its current franchise, set to expire in 1983,
before proceeding with the
upgrade of the almost 20-year
old system.
The ATC proposal would increase the channel capacity of
the system from ltto 35. Tojncrease the channel capacity,
ATC will have to completely
rebuild the system at an
estimated cost of $1.5 million.
In addition to more channels,
services offered on the system
would be enhanced under the
proposal. Additional services
planned included local origination programming and an
emergency alert system.
The new franchise ordinance
proposed by ATC retains the
current three percent of gross
annual fee collected by the city.
It would also allow the city to
review the agreement at five
yearintervals.
The current franchise was
granted for 20 years. The proposed agreement would initially run for 17 years with subsequent renewals for 15 years.
One or more public hearings
are anticipated on the proposal
prior to any action according to
Ellis, chairman of the committee.
Other members of the committee include Walt Apperson,

Harold Doran, I.. .J. Hortin,
Bonnie Jones, Mitzi Jones,
James Garrison, Peggy Billington, Melissa Easley,
William Parsons, Hunt Smock,
Richard Butwell, C. E.
Timberlake, Wm. Donald
Overbey.
Also, Lester Nanny, Steve
Zea, Marshall Jones, W. R.

County Road Allotments
Up From Previous Year
FRANKFORT — Local
gov.erisments in Calloway
County received $376,449 for'
road improvements last year.
The allocations under the new
motor fuels tax system initiated in July 1980 were an increase of $139,932 over the
funds the county was allotted
the previous year.
State Transportation
Secretary Frank Metts said the
increase resulted even though
the state's motor fuels tax
receipts were four percent
below the previous year's level.
City and county governments
throughout Kentucky received
$38.5 million for road programs
in fiscal year I580-81. Under the
old county and municipal road
aid, programs, only $26.9
million would have been
distributed.
During the 1980 session of the
Kentucky General Assembly,
the Brown Administration supported House Bill 573, which
treturned responsibility for
local roads to local govern-

Advisory Group Supports
Nursing Home Reform Bill
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)— A
special advisory commission of
senior citizens Friday adopted
a package of recommendations
for the 1982 Legislature, including strong support of a nursing home reform bill.
The commission also came
out in support of a proposed
constitutional amendment to
limit state government spending, legislation to protect
consumers against new car
"lemons" and auto repair problems, require the registration
of boarding homes and provide
income tax deductions for the
cost of day care for senior
citizens, and amendments to
strengthen the Adult Protection
Act.
The nursing home reform
bill, which,among other things,
wouldernpower the state to fine
nursing homes and set up a
classification system, has been
approved by the Joint ThteiflW
Committee on Health and
Welfare.
However, the measure is expected to face,a tough battle
when the General Assembly
convenes in January. The advisory conimission's

subcommittee on health and
human services voted to give
support of the legislation its top
priority and the
. recommendation wasapproved
unanimously by the full.
commission.
The commission approved
wide-ranging recommendations from three other subcommittees on transportation, taxation and consumer affairs.
While most of the proposals
also received unanimous approval, the group disagreed
over backing "baseline rates"
by electric utilities.
The proposal, which was
finally endorsed, would require
electric utilities to provide the
first 1,000 kilowatt hours of
'electricity per month to.
residential customers at 10 percent below cost: •
The rates - would also.
eliminate automatic passtfiroughs and customer serviceListges. - .
Some members of the commission argued the cuts would
-e made up by charging higher
rates to large users of electricity, which might include elderly
persons with all-electric homes
or businesses, which walld

Furches, Howard Koenen,
Steve Sammons, Robert
Williams, M. C. Garrott, Virgil
Harris, Barletta Wrather,
David Roos, Pete Panzera,
Jimmy Boone and Howard
Steeley.
• The next meeting of the committee was set for early
December.

ments • and increased'the
pereentage of funds received
by cities and counties.
Counties .now receive 15.6
percent of the motor fuels tax
receipts and cities get 6.7 percent. Under the previous road
aid programs, only 10 percent
and 5.6 percent were returned
to counties and cities, respectively. In addition; 12 percent of
the allocations withheld by the
state Transportation Depart
ment for administration and
emergencies was elminated
under the new law.
"Because we changed the
funding procedures when we
did, city and county governments have not been hit as hard
by the road fund shortages. le- stead of facing cuts in their
road operations, they are
receiving more money from the
program than before," Mks
said.
Calloway County received
$213,647 under the county road
aid program. The municipal
road aid program provided
funds to Hazel of $2,812 ,and
Murray of $89,790.
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then raise prices.
However, E.K. Bristow, of
Shepherdsville, said the
measure would provide needed
relief to person on limited
income. The 100-Member advisory
commission, created four
years ago by the Legislative
Research Commission, worked
on its recommendations over
'the past 18 months.
Commission Chairman 0.0.
Cloyd, of Corbin, urged the
Sunny and pleasant today
senior citizens to actively purHighs in the low 60s. Clear
sue their goals during the 1982
and not as cold tonight. Lows
General Assembly.
near 40. Mostly sunny and a
"We have a voice but in the
little warmer Sunday. Highs
past we haven't used that voice
in the mid 60s. Winds westerlike we should," Cloyd said.
ly at 5 to 10 miles an hour to"We want to speak a little bit
day and calm tonight. Winds
louder wad louder.
southwesterly
at 5 to 10
"We need to use every effort
miles
an-hour
Sunday::
.
that we. can to draw the attenMonday
through
tion of the legislative body,"
_
Wednesday
Cloyd said.
Dry
. and cool Monday,
Among the other recommen- i•
Tuesday and Wednesday.
dations approved by the cornHighs in the 50s Monday and
mission were:
in the -4di Tuesday and
—Support increasing the bonWednesday. Lows in the 40s
ding authority of the.Kentucky
Monday and in the 30s 'ruesHousing Corporation, provided
day and Wednesday. •
that more loans are Made to the
elderly.

sunny
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FAA Continues Investigation Of Crash
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. (API
- An investigation by Federal
Aviation Administration officials continued today into the
crash of a light plane in which
two persons were killed.
Killed were the pilot, William
Bolling, 54, of Hopkinsville, and
Annie Mae Nesbett, 52, of
Clarksville, Tenn. The crash
was discovered Friday morning, some 151
/
2 hours after the
plane had gone down.
James Donald Moon, 40, and
his wife, Jewell M. Moon, 25,
both of Clarksville, were in
critical but stable condition at
Jenny Stuart Memorial
Hospital in Hopkinsville.
The single-engine, fourpassenger plane crashed about

8 p.m. CST Thursday about a
half-mile from the end of a runway at Hopkinsville-Christian
County Memorial Field, according to airport manager
Roy Hughes.
Hughes said that he and
another man, Billy Allen of
Civilian Airport Service,
discovered the wreck about
11:30 a.m. Friday after spotting what appeared to be "a
wing flapping" in the distance.
The men were on a routine
security patrol of the airport.
Hughes said there was no obvious reason for the crash. The
night was clear, calm and
moonlit and the approach
should have routine, he said.
The plane was found in a low
area of a cornfield, about 1,000

yards from U.S. 68 near the airport, KSP Sgt. Tommy Loving
said.
"The plane was apparently
making an approach and came
in too low, clipped the top of
some trees, continued about 90
feet and impacted into the
ground nose first and rolled
over," Loving said.
"The two survivors ... were
conscious when located this
morning," he said.
Kentucky State Police
Trooper Howard Batts, who investigated the crash, said Bolling was found pinned in the
plane, and the others were
thrown free of the wreckage.
Bolling apparently died in the
crash, but Ms. Nesbett evidently lived until about 3 a.m. Fri-

day, Beard said. An autopsy
was ordered to determine if
Ms. Nesbett died in the crash or
from exposure. Temperatures
in the Hopkinsville area dropped to 35 degrees Thursday
night.
Christian County Sheriff
Frank Gary said Moon told him
the four had taken off from the
Hopkinsville airport about 5
p.m. to fly over Clarksville and
Fort Campbell to observe the
lights of the city and the Army
post.
Gary said Moon did not know
why the plane crashed and was
unaware it had struck the
trees. He said Moon estimated
that he had been unconscious
for about two hours after the
crash.

PET OF THE WEEK — "Patches", a oneyear-old brown, black and white spaniel,
along with two other "garden variety" dogs,
would make wonderful inside - outside pets.
They are available for adoption at the
Calloway County Animal Shelter at 103 E.
Sycamore, which is operated by the Humane
Society. For further information, call 7594141.

Tentative Agreement On Dairy Price Supports Reached
WASHINGTON (AP) — Congressional negotiators tentatively agreed on a
compromise Friday that would
increase dairy price supports
from 1983 through 1985.

Workshops
Scheduled
Workshops designed to provide training for public schools
and other personnel serving
young handicapped. children
and their families will be offered by the Calloway County
School System in collaboration
with the Kentucky Department
of Education and the Chapel
Hill Training Outreach Project.
A parents' training session
will be at 7 p.m. Tuesday, Nov.
17, in Room 215 of the Special
Education Building at Murray
State University.
An additional training session, for professionals and
other interested persons will be
Nov. 18 in Room 112 of the
Calloway County Middle
School, College Farm Road. •
All interested persons are
urged to attend each session.

It was the seventh compromise reached in the long
struggle to draw up-a farm bill
acceptable to the Reagan administration. Agriculture
Secretary John Block said an
earlier dairy agreement adding
only $100 million to the administration's spending target
was unacceptable, but the
latest version calls for a $151
million overshoot to $3.3 billion
through 1985.
Reagan had endorsed the
Senate dairy plan, which would
have frozen the support price at
$13.10 a hundred pounds for at
least several years. The compromise adopted by the HouseSenate conference committee
would increase the support to
possibly as much as $18.63 on
Oct. 1, 1984.
The committee also agreed to
a compromise on rice to add $24
million to Reagan's spending
target for that commodity. It
calls for a price support loan
rate of Pa hundred pounds and
target price levels, which trigger direct government
payments to growers when
prices are low, just slightly
higher than endorsed by Block.
The target would be set at
$10.85 for the 1982 crop, rising

50 or 55 cents in following
years.•
In other congressional
business:
—Senate Republicans said
after meeting President
Reagan that he might be willing to consider tax increases in
1983 and 1984. But the
president's spokesman quoted
him as saying "I'm sticking
with our plan" for the economy
and conceded that means his
goal of balancing the budget in
1984 may be out of reach. The
spokesman said the president
does not "look with favor" on
further tax increases in 1983
and 1984.
—The National Cancer Institute now reports suspected
adverse effects from experimental drugs to the Food
and Drug Administration
immediately instead of waiting
until they are proven, the institute head told the Senate
Labor and Human Resources
subcommittee. But the NCI
chief, Dr. Vincent DeVita Jr.
conceded the NCI should have
notified the FDA sooner that it
was investigating the possibility the experimental drug
Methyl-CCNU was toxic to the

kidneys, as the subcommittee
learned earlier in the week.
—The Senate passed and sent
to the House a bill authorizing
$1 million to plan an expansion
of the Smithsonian Institution
in Washington.

—Diane K. Steed, deputy
chief of the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration,
told a Senate Judiciary subcommittee the problem of
drunken driving, which claims
26,000 lives a year, was one for
state and local governments.

That put the administration on
the other side of the issue from
Cindi Lamb of Mount Airy,
Md., whose 2q -year-old
daughter was paralyzed in a
car crash and who called for
"federal legislation with teeth
in it."

Shields Testifies To Stop
Sales Of Nude Photographs
NEW YORK (AP) — Brooke
Shields, suing to block a
photographer from selling nude
photographs taken when she
was 10, said Fridpy her mother
thought posing for the pictures
_
was "ail right."
But the 16-year-old actressmodel testified in Manhattan
Supreme Court that she did not
think her mother tried to create
a "sex symbol" career image
for her.
Miss Shields testified that she
thought young people looked up
to her and could distinguish
between roles she plays and her
true self.
Her mother, Teri Shields,
also was a witness in the second

day of trial-before Justice Edward J. Greenfield. Her father,
Frank Shields, was in the courtroom; the parents are
divorced.
Mrs. Shields testified that she
expressed no reservations
about her daughter posing for
photographer Garry Gross,
who told her the shots would express the theme, "There's a
woman in every child."
But Mrs. Shields, barely
audible and visibly upset, said
that when she later saw lifesize blow-ups of the photos in a
Fifth Avenue shop window, "I
was sick to my stomach."
Miss Shields posed in two
bathtubs for the two

photographs in 1975 when she
was 10 years old. She has maintained thgt use of the photos
would cause irreparable
damage to her professional image and'career.
Gross claimed the right to
any further commercial use of
the photos. Miss Shields and
her mother said releases signed by the mother limited use of
the bathtub shots to a Playboy
Press book,"Sugar and Spice."
Miss Shields and her lawyer
have described her image as a
wholesome one that sets an example for teen-age fans. Gross'
lawyer, A. Richard Golub, has
pointed to an erotic thread running through her career.

Brady To Return ForCeremony
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Presidental press secretary
James S. Brady will return to
the White House on Monday for
his first official appearance
since he was shot in the brain
March 30 in the assassinatip
attempt upon President
Reagan.
Brady's top deputy, Larry
Speakes, told reporters Friday
that the press secretary will
help Reagan cut the ribbon to
formally reopen the press room
in the West Wing of the White
House.
Brady, who suffered exten-

sive brain damage when a
single bullet pierced his skull in
the same burst of fire that
wounded the president, has remained hospitalized except for
a few daytime trips home or to
visit friends. He made a brief
private visit to the White House
for Fourth of July ceremonies
last summer.
Doctors at George
Washington University
Hospital say the 41-year-old
press _side has made_ a
remarkable recovery from the
verge of death but remains partially paralyzed on his left side

and continues to undergo
intensive physical and occupational therapy. Brady carries
his left arm in a sling and walks
only with assistance.
Physicians at the hospital
and the Brady family hope he
will be released in time for
Thanksgiving, but no date has
been set.
The White House press area
was closed in August for a
$166,000 refurbishing which included structural reinforcement Of the roof that
government engineers said was
in danger of collapse.

Royal Couple Receives Advice

A
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CLEAN UP WITH
ENERGY
SAVINGS

If your laundry area
contains an electric
dryer, it accounts for
almost four percent
of your total electric
bill. The washer uses little electricity itself, but
approximately 10 percent of your total electric bill is
credited to heating the water to wash your clothes.
Reduce your energy use and costs on your next wash
day by.
• Washing clothes in warm water
• Rinsing clothes in cold water

•

• Murray Electric
Tv
4
System
Murray, Ky.

401 Olive St.

•
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Betting began on whether the
royal offspring — who will be
second in line of succession
behind Charles — would be a
prince or princess.
Bookmakers were giving a
slight edge to a boy, with twins
as high as 125-to-1.
The tabloid Daily Star,
without naming its sources,
said doctors wouid conduct
tests to determine the child's
sex but that only Charles would
be told the results. Even Diana
and the queen will be kept in
the dark,the paper said.
The Buckingham Palace
press office declined comment
on the report.
In the betting on names, early money favored George,
James and Henry for a boy;
Elizabeth and Frances for a
girl.
Also debated was who knew

what, when.
The only hint that preceded
Thursday's announcement
came last week when the
prince, on a visit to a Welsh
maternity ward, told a mother
that fathers ought to be present
during their wives'labor.
Dr. George Pinker, 56, the
royal gynecologist, said, "I
suppose I was the first. The patient is always the first to know
she might be pregnant. But it
was only when I confirmed it
that the princess really knew."
The queen, by all accounts,
was next to be let in on the news
by the royal couple, but others
were tipped in advance. These
included Italian Ambassador
Andrea Cagiati, whose Wednesday dinner guest, Charles,
apologized that Diana had turned in early — and told him why.

Child Find Effort Initiated In Kentucky
ing, deaf, speech impaired, visually_ handicapped, seriously
emotionally disturbed,
orthopedically impaired, other health
impaiced, deaf-blind,
multi-handicapped, or
with specific learning
disabilities who need
special education.
Parents, relatives,
public and private
agencies, and concernHandicapped ed citizens who know
children include those of unserved handicapwho are mentally ped children are urged
retarded, hard of hear- to refer these children

The Kentucky
Department of Education will initiate a major "Child Find" effort
in November. The purpose of Child Find is to
identify and locate any
handicapped children
who are not attending
school or who are attending school but not
receiging the special'
education they peed.

• Drying full loads of clothes without
•
overloading or overdrying

•11

LONDON (AP) — In exuberant response to word that
Princess Diana is expecting,
Britain's rhymesters, punsters,
namesters, gamesters,
amateur obstetricians and professional astrologers erupted
Friday in a royal baby shower
of speculation and advice.
Diana, 20, and her husband,
Prince Charles, 32, were relaxing in private, receiving congratulatory telegrams which
began pouring in moments
after her pregnancy was annitunced Thursday morning.
Charles' mother, Queen
Elizabeth II, accepted the first
baby gift on the royal couple's
behalf. Visiting Newcastle, the
55-year-old monarch was given
a pair of white booties by Helen
Davies, 4, who said she had
knitted them with the help of
her grandmother.

,

to the Murray City the child needs special
Schools, Poplar at education and if so, to
Ninth Street, Murray, plan an individualized
phone 753-4363 or call- education program for
Willie F. Jackson, -the child.
Special Education
All information on
Coordinator.
the child cOntained in
.student records ilconInformation in- fidential, as specified'
cluding the • child's in the Murray
name, age, suspected District's policies and
handicap,find parent's procedures based on
address and phone the Family Educanumber is being tional Rights and
sought. This informa- Privacy Act and the
tion will be used to con- Education for the Hantact the parents in dicapped Act.
order to determine if
Parents have the

right to inspect,
review and amend student records. Each
district has policies
regarding disclosing
students' records to
third parties. and .
destroying old
records.
Copies of all policies
and procedures regarding programs for
handicapped children
are available on request from the Office
of the Superintendent
of the Murray City
Schools.
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DEFLATING AN AIRBAG.

Opinion Pagf
New Speaker Sought
An AP Analysis
By SY FtAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
As speaker, William Kenton
provided much of the glue
which held the Kentucky House
together so well in the last six
years, but his role was in
tandem with Bobby Richardson, the House majority leader.
And that presents one problem as the 99 House members
begin thinking of a successor to
the Lexington Democrat, who
died Thursday.
Richardson, a Glasgow
-Democrat, is a prime possibility for speaker if he seeks the
'post. In that event, who would
take Richardson's place
The question is important
because it was the KentonRichardson combination that
successfully ran the House for
the past three regular sessions.
Kenton handled the• pro-cedural matters and Richardson took care of the proposed
legislation. They were shoo-ins
for fourth terms because they
were respected, well-liked and
perceived as utterly fair to all
factions and parties.
In about three weeks, Ken-ton's successor will be chosen
at a prelegislative conference
in Western Kentucky.
From comments by some
knowledgeable legislators, who
ask not to be identified out of
respect for Kenton's family, it
appears that Richardson is a
frontrunner for speaker.
On the other hand, if
Richardson preferred to remain as floor leader, his choice
for speaker might be given
great weight.
Other prospects for speaker,
either because they have
sought the post or now would be
seriously considered, include
Reps. Joseph Clarke of Danville, C.M. "Hank" Hancock of
Frankfort, William Brinkley of
Madisonville, Lloyd Clapp of
Wingo and Jody Richards of
Bowling Green.
Clarke has served for years
as chairman of the prestigious
and often powerful Committee
on Appropriations and

Revenue.
Hancock is speaker pro tern
and the next step upward
seems natural enough for hun.
Richards had planned to
challenge Hancock for the pro
tern post during the
prelegislative conference.
"The House members are going to look very carefully at integrity, competence and the
ability to compromise when
they do the choosing next
time," one legislator said. "I
think the natural leaders will
float to the top."
Some observers have
speculated that since Gov. John
Y. Brown Jr. lost his struggle to
get the succession amendment
approved by voters last Tuesday, his lame duck role will set
off chaotic revolt in the 1982
legislature.
Actually, the General
Assembly has been persuaded
by Senate as well as House
leaders in recent years not to
bow to the executive branch.
"Brown's status won't make
any difference," one observer
said. "The legislators are
determined they won't be stepped on."
So, even though leaders such
as Kenton are gone, along with
Sen. John Berry, D-New Castle,
who did not run again, the
legislative spirit of independence seems likely to
continue.
If anything, one House
member said, the danger is
that a few representatives may
try to flex their muscles unduly
to embarrass Brown.
That would be a totally unnecessary tactic, for the governor kept his word to the
assembly in 1980 not to interfere with it, and there is no
reason for him to change
course next January.
The challenge to the House
leadership seemingly is to get
along with the governor on an
equal basis and guide the commonwealth through the current
financial crisis.
This is what Brown may have
had in mind when he said in his
eulogy to Kenton Thursday that
"we're going to lose a great
talent."

Washington Today

By WALTER R. MEARS

White House Has Troubles
WASHINGTON (AP) —
There is nothing unusual about
the discord between Secretary
of State Alexander M. Haig Jr.
and the unidentified White
House official he accuses of
waging "a guerrilla campaign" to undercut his
influence.
There was no end of friction
before Henry A. Kissinger took
the dual role of secretary of
state and national security affairs adviser under Richard M.
Nixon. And there has been plenty of friction since, no matter
the administration or the personalities involved.
It is widely assumed that
Haig's hassle is with Richard
V. Allen, President Reagan's
assistant for national security
affairs. That's what they're
saying, albeit anonymously, at
the State Department. Allen
says they are wrong and that
Haig knows it. "I know it is not
I, and Haig knows it is not I,"
he said.
Assuming that is so, there
would seem to be a problem at
the White House, since a
bureaucratic guerrilla is saying bad things about the
secretary of state and nobody
seems to know who it is.
Reagan's spokesmen say the
president doesn't know and
isn't trying to find out. "He has
put the matter to rest," said
David Gergen.
It would rest easier if Haig
had not sent his spokesman,
Dean Fischer, to confirm
publicly that he believes
somebody in the White House is
out to get him. Fischer would
not say whom Haig suspects.
Thus Haig validated the
reports which Reagan calls unfounded and p,otentially
destructive. It is not the first
time Haig has gone public with
a complaint about White House
matters.
And for all Reagan's expressions of confidence in his
secretary of state, he has acted
before to cut short power struggles among aides. That's what
led him to fire his 1980 campaign manager,John P. Sears.

The latest Haig controversy
began with a report by columnist Jack Anderson that
Reagan was disappointed in the
secretary of state, had lost confidence in him and might
replace him by next summer.
White House aides learned of
the column before it was due to
be published. Haig and Reagan
both called Anderson. Reagan
said it wasn't so. Haig said the
report of presidential
displeasure was "the
handiwork of a top White House
aide, who has been running a
guerrilla campaign" against
him since the earliest days of
the administration.
Anderson published those
comments and on Tuesday,
Fischer publicly confirmed
that Haig had made the
statements.
Reagan said such reports
were damaging U.S. dealings
abroad. Haig echoed that in
congressional testimony
Wednesday.

•i IS

Business Mirror

NEW YORK (AP) — It's true
what they say about the world
of business today, that it's a
place wherein the bigger fish
swallows the smaller one —
and then sleeps with one eye
open lest it be swallowed too.
A survey confirms it. More
than one-third of respondents,
all chief financial officers, told
the National Association of Accountants that their firms were
actively seeking to merge with
or acquire others.
Forty-nine percent of the
respondents then replied that
their own companies, though
often actively seeking to buy up
or take over other companies,
were themselves vulnerable to
a takeover effort.
About 50 percent boasted that
they weren't vulnerable — and
then 38 percent of them conceded that they had developed formal plans aimed at thwarting
any attempt by another company to seek control of them.
That picture of a sharkinfested corporate ocean was
developed from inquiries to the
1,500 biggest industrial companies. Thirty-two percent, or
480 companies, responded to
the September-October survey.
The results drew the comment from Robert L. Shultis,
chief executive of the NAA, the
nation's largest association of
management accountants, that
executives "must be sleeping
with one eye open."
When one-third of the biggest
companies are looking for someone to take over, said
Shultis, it constitutes a fever,
"and it looks like the fever is
going to continue unabated for
the foreseeable future."
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The response of one chief
financial executive, who declined to have his named used, offers an insight into one possible

reason for the rash of mergers
and takeovers, some by companies whose earnings are
poor

10 Years Ago
Donna Bigert, Bucktown, N.
J., was crowned as homecoming queen at activities at Murray State University. The
Racers beat Austin Peay 16-6 in
a football game played on a
rainy muddy field at old Cutchin Stadium.
Deaths reported included
Elmer Hixon, 79, Finis Steele,
88, and Mrs. J. C. (Polie)

Stamps,79.
Airman Michael J. Farley,
son of Mr. and Mrs.Joe P.
Farley, graduated from the aircraft mechanic course at Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas.
Mr. and Mrs. S. I. Futrell, Rt.
4, Murray, celebrated their
golden wedding anniversary on
Nov. 13.

20 Years Ago
Marine Major Joseph 0.
Compton, Jr., is serving at
First Marine Division Headquarters, Camp Pendleton,
Cal.
Deaths reported included
Mrs.0. H. Crass,80.
Frank Hill, Charles Outlahd;'
and Dan Shipley were elected

officers of the Young Farmers
Class of the adult farmer vocational agricultural training program.
Jimmy Wilson got 22 points
at Clinton to pace the Calloway
County High School lekers to a
°Wartime basketball victory over Hickman County.

30 Years Ago
Alben Barkley, vice presi- and Mrs. Juston Hughes, Oct.
dent of the United States, was 25, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
pictured as he made a talk here Jim Cullivan, Oct. 25.
on Nov. 5 in support of the
Kathleen Patterson, Eureta
Herning, Mavis McCamish,
Democratic candidates.
Deaths reported included Bonnie Crouch, Georgia Wear,
and Lottye Suiter attended the
George Bonner,80.
Births reported included a state convention of Association
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Ben For Childhood Education at
Ellison, Oct. 24, a boy to Mr. Owensboro Nov. 2-3.

40 Years Ago
Murray Mayor George Hart

was advised by 1.he office of
George H. Goodman,
Louisville, federal works agency of Works Project Administration, that the City Park
project, sponsored by City of
Murray, had been approved
and work would commence
Nov. 25.
Deaths reported included W.
S. ( Bill )Colson, 76, J. G.(Jim)
Glasgow, 73, R. Bruce Holland,
69, Mrs. Mose Clayton, 76, C.C.
Duke, 68, Thompson Glenn
Rogers, 73, Bertice Bomar
Lasater, 62, Charlie Newport,
54, and Arthur Coy Ford,38.
R. R. Meloan, president of
the Calloway Publishing Company, publishers of The Ledger
dr Times, had announced the
sale of his majority interest in
the business to W. P. Williams,
Paris, Tenn.
Tobacco allotments for
burley, dark air-cured, and
dark fire-cured types were to
be the same in the 1942
Agricultural Conservation program as in 1941, accordiag to

the State office- and-13. W. Edmonds, chairman of the local
agricultural convention.
The Murray Woman's Club
observed ''Kentucky Night"
Nov. 13 at the club house. Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Evens of
Mayfield were guest entertainers.
Births reported included a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Dan Hart,
Nov. 3, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Cecil Farris, Nov. 1, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Hudie Turner,
Oct. 30, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Melvin Elkins, Oct. 31, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Miller,
Nov. 4, and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Herman Lassiter, Oct. 31.
Prof. A. C. LaFollette, Billy
Lipford, Ralph Crouch,
Rayburn Watkins, Joe Fitch,
and J. P. Tucker attended the
International Relations Conference at -Kent University,'
Kent, Ohio, Nov. 5-9.
Dr. Hal E. Houston of Murray had been made a Fellow in
the Southeastern Surgical Congress.

.30 Years Ago
Diptheria is considered in the
epidemic stage by the Kentucky Board of Health, according to Dr. J. A. Outland,
Calloway County Health officer, and Holman Jones, county health inspector.
Deaths 'reported included
Judge Joseph E. Robinson and
Mary Overcast Turner, 21.
The Murray Presbyterian
Church was organized Nov. 1 at
the First Christian Church.
Nineteen...persons signed the
roll as charter members.
The Rev. J. 0.Ensor, pastor
of Murray Methodist Church,
has been named chairman of
the Red Cross Annual Roll Call
- Drive in Calloway County this
year.
Dr. L.D. Hale, physician
from the Faxon community,

has opened his offices for practice in the Parker building,
East Main Street.
Births reported included a
girl to Mr. and Mrs.' Badger
Gray, Nov. 3, and twin boys to
Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie Ray, Nov.
3.
Mrs. C. M. Rogers was
honored at a dinner in celebration of. her 55th birthday on
Nov. 1 in her, home near Lynn
Grove.
The C-allciway County
Homemakers Club members
were doing much thiii year in'
the form of relief work, according to Sadie Wilgus, home
demonstration agent.
Sugar was listed as selling
for 47 cents for 10 pounds at
Piggly-Wiggly. .

The increase, said the executive, "ILS a symptom of
fewer growth opportunities, a
maturation of industry, a lack
of vigor in American
business." The preoccupation,
he added, "distracts larger
companies from devotion to
new businesses and to developing new technology."
In defending the bigness that
follows mergers, one executive
observed that "you must not
forget the international aspects
and competition for world
markets." Another reminded
critics that some mergers lead
to lower costs and greater
productivity.
But another area of criticism
concerned the amounts of
credit required for mergers.
Said one:"The huge lines of
credit being maintained by major corporations must be having an elevating effect on
interest rates in general. This
is obviously harmful to the
general economy."
While 56 percent disagreed
with a commonly expressed
belief that mergers mean the
.the nation's wealth will
bulk of
be concentrated in fewer and
larger companies, a somewhat
surprising 44 percent did agree
Net merger and acquisition
announcements in the third
quarter of 1981 totaled 623, up
25 percent from the 498 recorded in the comparable 1980
quarter, according to WT.
Grimm & Co., merger
specialists.
While mammoth public
takeovers reached recordbreaking levels this year, said
Grimm, "acquisitions of small
privately held companies
remain the focal point of
merger and aquisition
activity."

TodaN
In IlistorN
Today is Saturday, Nov. 7,
the 311th day of 1981. There are
54 days remaining in the year.
Today's highlight in history :
On Nov. 7, 1956, the British
and French declared a ceasefire in Egypt, but Bntain said it
would evacuate troops only on
the arrival of a United Nations
Emergency Force.
On this date:
In 1807, Russia broke
diplomatic relations with
England.
In 1917, Nikolai Lenin led the
Bolsheviks against the government of Alexander Kerensky at
St. Petersburg, Russia.
In 1966, Chinese diplomats
walked out of the Bolshevik anniversary celebration in
Moscow after hearing Soviet
criticism of the Peking
government.
And in 1973, the United States
and Egypt announced they
would resume diplomatic relations and exchange
ambassadors.
Five years ago: Lebar4
president Elias Sarkis appear
ed personally to his countrymen to end the "bloodshed
and ruin" of civil war.
One year ago: Actor Steve
McQueen died at a hospital in
Juarez. Mexico, following,
surgery for cancer.
Evangelist Billy Graham is 63.
Trumpeter Al Hirt is 59 and
opera star Joan Sutherland is
55.
Thought For Today: Tnere is
no substitute for brains, but the
next best thing is silence. —
Anonymous.
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target away That's why so many dogs have been kill
around here I'm scared to leave my dog out during the d
Abby, how can people kill such beautiful wildlife?
DISGUSTED IN SEQUIM, WASH

Menus For Week Listed
Menus for the Nutrition Program for the
Elderly and Meals on
- Wheels for the week of
Nov. 9-13 have been
released.
Meals are served
Monday through Friday at Hazel and
Douglas Centers and
on Tuesday and Thursday at Ellis Center.
Meals are also sent out
each week day.
The menus are as
follows:
Monday - meat
loaf, purple hull peas,
scalloped tomatoes,
hot roll, butter, baked
apples, apple, milk,
coffee or tea.
Tuersday - roast
pork, steamed cabbage, whole kernel
corn, cornbread, butter, apricot cobbler,
apricots, milk, coffee
or tea.
Bargain Matinees
Sat. &Sun. 2-00
Cheri& Cine
All Seats 51.50

7:00, 9:00+ 2:00 Sat., Sun.

Isis Thurs.

Central Ch • 753.3314

lads Thurs.
7:15,9:10 2:00 Sat., Sun.
*JLIf ANC*41*(5
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Wednesday - roast
beef, lima beans, summer squash casserole,
hot roll, butter,
banana pudding,
banana, milk, coffee
or tea.
Thursday - chicken
salad sandwich, bean

salad, sweet potatoes,
butter, banana, milk,
coffee or tea.
Friday - beef dew,
bash broort-slaw, ctackers, butter, pineapple pudding, pineapple, milk,
coffee or tea.

Club Plans Meeting
Dorval Hendon will
be hostess for a
meeting of New Providence Homemakers
Club scheduled Tuesday, Nov. 10, at 1 p.m.
at her home.
"Stress-Would You
Like To Run Away"
was the lesson
presented by Beth
Falwell at the October
meeting at Sylvia
Puckett's home.
Fonda Grogan,
president, presided
with Kathy Bass giving devotional
thoughts. Reports
were given by Peggy

Taylor. Dorothy Cook
directed the recreation.
Refreshments were
served by the hostess.
Others present were
Opal Shoemaker, and
Iva Mae Allbritten.
Children present were
Erin and Seth Grogan
and Greg Taylor.

Ladies
Tennis League
Wittier

To PlayMonday

Southwest
PTC Plans
Meeting
The Southwest
Elementary School
Parent-Teacher Club
will meet Monday,
Nov. 9, at 7 p.m. at the
school, according to
Tim Scruggs, president.
Afilmon
"Humanism" will be
shown and all parents,
teachers, and interested persons are
urged to attend,
Scruggs said.

The Winter Ladies
Tennis League will
play Monday, Nov. 9,
from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
at Kenlake Tennis
Center.
The lineup is as
follows:
Court One - Rainey
Apperson, Sue
Overbey, Andrea
Hogancamp, and Joni
Billington.
Court Two-Brenda
Marquardt, Shirley
Homra, Emmy Edwards, and Lois
Keller.
Court Three Jeanetta Williams,
Jana Hughes, Sharron
Brown, and Sandy
Brannon.

Tennis Group. C
Plans For Play

Faugh.
Any person needing
a substitute may call
Carol Waller.

G.E. Cooking
School

Tues. Nov. 10th

7:00 P.M.
In store microwave specials all
day the 10th. Save hundreds of
dollars on G.E. Microwaves.

Murray Appliance

•••

By Abigail Van Buren

Fly-by-Night Boyfriend
Needs Pinning Down
DEAR ABBY: I'm 70 and have been a widow for two years.
My husband owned a tavern and we both worked there. Lou,
a regular tavern customer, started coming around to see me
right after my husband died, and we really got stuck on each
other. Lou is 55 and knows my real age, but says he doesn't
care about the age difference - he loves me anyway.
Now the problem. I fix him supper every night, but this
love affair doesn't seem to be going anywnere because Lou
has to be home every night by midnight. He says he lives
with his sister, who's 62, and his mother,83, and they need a
man in the house. I've never been to his house or met his
mother and his sister. He says they're kind of weird and not
very sociable.
Abby, I just sold my tavern and I want to get married and
travel some. Lou doesn't want me to go with any other men.
What should I do? Lou says I should give him more time.
How much time should I give him?
TIRED OF WAITING
DEAR TIRED: Until tomorrow. Tell him you don't
care how "weird" his mother and sister are, you
want to meet them anyway. And if he doesn't arrange
a meeting pronto, kiss him goodbye.
• *•

DEAR ABBY: I'm a 12-year-old girl, and our family just
recently moved from a big city to a small town in the
country. We really do love our home in the mountains.
The only thing that bugs me about our new home is that
hunting is the name of the game here. Everybody hunts
deer and elk. My dad is the only man in town who has any
respect for wildlife. These animals don't hurt anybody,
Abby. They're actually afraid of people. When I look out the
window and see those beautiful deer walking across our
property, then think of all the hunters out looking to kill
them, it just makes me sick!
We sit in our house and hear gunshots every day. The
hunters around here don't care about anything else. They
Rhnot at anyping that movew— or whatever chases their

DEAR ABBY I have been going out with the same
wonderful guy for five years, and he absolutely refuses to go
to bed with me! We are both over 21 and we love each other,
so this doesn't make any sense to me.
We are planning to marry, and he wants to wait until we
are married, but I feel that sex is such an important part of
marriage we should make sure we can get along in bed as
well as we do out of bed. Abby, I am not a dog; I'm an
attractive part-time model.
I am sure he's not gay - he just has these old-fashioned
ideas. Please tell me what to do.
WAITING PATIENTLY
DEAR WAITING: Keep waiting. And thank your
lucky stars for your wonderful old-fashioned guy. If
you really love each other, you'll get along fine in
bed. And should there be some kind of sexual dysfunction, there is always Masters and Johnson.
• ••

DEAR ABBY: My boss asked me to write to you with a
problem our office is having. Office gossip! Do you have any
remedies?
A MEDICAL GROUP IN HOUSTON
DEAR GROUP: As long as there are people who are
willing (indeed, eager) to listen to gossip, there will
be gossip.
Gossip can be entertaining, boring, informative,
true, false, malicious, innocuous,devastating, benign
or it can sink a ship.
Some gossips aren't even aware that they're gossiping - they're merely attempting to be "good company," and always seem to have an amusing tale to,
tell.
The only remedy I know of to discourage gossip is
to refuse flatly to listen. If someone says,"They say
..." and then proceeds to gossip, have the courage to
ask, "And who are 'they'?"
Or if someone says,"Have you heard the latest dirt
about So-and-so," have the courage to say,"No,and
I'd rather not. It's none of my business." (They'll
respect you for it.)
When gossips no longer have an audience, they'll
quit gossiping. And not until.

Community Events

FOR SUNDAY,NOVEMBER 8, 1981

Group C of Ladies
Tennis of Murray
Country Club will meet
*Undid
limit
Tuesday Nov. 10, at 9
Meson AA( Who/
a.m. at Dakota Feed
and Grain to go to
Kenlake Tennis Center
for play.
The lineup is as
7 10,9:00 2:00SaVcgun..
follows;
Court One - Cathy
Renee Wynn,
Young,
Klohr
More Of The
Ke Come Home
Annette Alexander,
and Deanna Parker.
HALLOWEEN HE
Court Two - Cathy
Chestnut St •753-3314
Mattis and Less
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be true, but I still can't buy it.

Fraaces Drake

Tuesday

LATE SHOW FRI & SAT
. smut'

DEAR DISGUSTED I don't know, but I've heard
that bunters actually de a "kindness" by killing ;hogs
beautiful animal. swiftly isia—a bullet - otherwise
.
they would die of starvation or overexposure. It m0

.Your Individual e
Horoscope

7115, 9: 10-4- 2-00 Sat.. Sun

All soots $1.50 ts
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What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES

41
4
(Mar.21 to Apr.19) 111
You may have some false
assumptions concerning a personal relationship. New financial insights are helpful. Avoid
outlandish behavior.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
The social pace is hectic.
New contacts are exciting, but
curb sell-indulgence. You may
decide to retire early. Seek
spiritual repose.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
A career opening comes
from an unexpected quarter.
Don't bore a family member
with shop talk. A friend may
be overly sensitive now.
CANCER
(June 21 toJuly 72) ee)
Seek a change of pace for
amusement. A relative may
ignore your advice. Someone
you met at a recent party may
not be sincere.

tfiC7

H09-

LEO
(July 23to Aug. 72)

124igi
Your thinking may be off

regarding an investment or
financial matter. Listen to-the
advice of a close tie. Curb selfindulgence.
VIRGO
(Aug.23toSept. 22)
A fresh approach is needed
for an old problem.. Extravagant trends prevail in
the afternoon. Be considerate
of a loved one's feelings.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
You'll meet with an =expected job or money opportunity. Avoid an inclination to
immoderate in behavior.
Domestic issues surface later.

nPLIk.

SCORPIO
(Oct.23to Nov.21)
Curb a tendency to waste
time, and seek constructive
outlets for creativity. Shun
escapism. Tend to health and
diet in the afternoon.
SAGITTARIUS
,draiN
(Nov.72toDec.21)
Catch up with unfinished
projects. Company could get
on your nerves. Avoid an un-

MeV

wise romantic entanglement
in the evening.
CAPRICORN

(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) '
11
You'll hear some big talk
now. Be discriminating. New
friends are part of your agenda. A family member tends to
be easily hurt.
AQUARIUS
- (Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
Expenses -could escalate
now, especially for those who
are traveling. A desirable
career opening may come
aboutunexpectedly.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20) )(4118b.
You may hear from a distant friend. Use better judgment when shopping, and
curb credit-card spending.
You could make an unwise
purchase.
YOU BORN TODAY have
executive ability and are a
good money-maker. You're at
home in the corporate world,
yet may also be drawn to the
arts. Do not let ambition and
the need for financial success
cause you to neglect the
development of your individuality.

Saturday,Nov.7
New Providence
Riding Club winter
horse show will be at
4:30 p.m. at Murray
State Ear
.Center.
Temple Hill Lodge
No. 276 Free and Accepted Masons will
meet at 7 p.m. at the
lodge hall.
Square and round
dancing will be at 7:30
p.m. in Woodmen of
the World Hall.
Boy Scout Troops 13,
45, and 77 will collect
old newspapers. For
information call 7533824 or 753-2553.
Gamma Chapter of
Delta Kappa Gamma
will meet at Park Terrace, Fulton, at 10
a.m.
Alcoholics
Anonymous and
Alanon will meet at 8
p.m. at west end of
Livestock and Exposition Center.
Monday,Nov.9
Mary Rowlett Group
of Blood River Baptist
Church Women-will
meet at 7 p.m.

Murray-Calloway
County Girl Scout Core
will meet at 9:30 a.m.
at the Girl Scout
THURMAN GIRL
weighing seven pounds sell employed in the auto worth, Rt. 1, Murray, and Cabin.
/
2 body repair business. The Mr. and Mrs. Ray ThurMr. and Mrs. Larry six ounces, measure 191
Thurman, Rt. 5, Murray, inches, born Friday, Oct. mother, the former Anita man, Rt. 5, Murray. A American Legion
are the parents of a 30, at 10:46 p.m. in Butterworth, is on leave great grandmother is Post and Auxiliary will
daughter, Susan Jean, Murray-Calloway County from Begley's in Medical Ethel Walker, and a meet at 7'p.m. at the
great-great grandmother Legion Hall.
Arts Building.
Hospital.
They have one son, Grandparents are Mr. is Carrie Hicks, both of
Larry, 7. The father is and Mrs. Fred Butter- Rt.8, Murray.
Recovery, Inc., will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at
the Health Center,
North Seventh and
Olive Streets.

Flint Baptist Church Is
Participating In World
Mission Conference

The Flint Baptist Church, near Almo Heights, is participating in
the World Mission Conference on November 5-8. The conference
is designed to identify a church with the world mission program of
Southern Baptists. Churches are challenged to see themselves as
partners with All Southern Baptist churches as they provide very
person the opportunity to hear and respond to the gospel by the
close of the century. Speakers for the conference hove beerf
assigned through the Blood River Baptist Association, Rev. Terry
Sills, Missionary.
Friday night's services will be conducted by Rev. R. G. Shelton,
a native of Calloway County, who presently is executive director
of the Green Valley Baptist Association. Rev. Shelton has
pastored several churches in this area and was ordained to preach
by the Cherry Corner Baptist Church.
Res. Jim Dillard, who is presently serving as the Southern Baptist Missionary to Kenya, will speak Friday night. Rev. Dillard has
also served in lgide, Nigeria.
Sunday morning the church will hear Rey. H. Foy HAghes who is
under appointment by the Christian Social Mirristriesiaportment
of the Home Missjgn Board. Prior to this appointment he has.
pastored churches in Tennessee and Georga.
The,conference will conclude Sunday night with Rev. Charles
A. Hampton speaking Rev. ,Hampton Is presently stationed in
Keni1Nearth-Copt.'"South Afridp, where he is o general evangelist.
Prior to this appointment he has postored churches in Arkansas,
Texas and Illinois.
Each night service will begin at 7:00 p.m. The Sunday morning's service at thwe regular worship hour-of 11:00 a.m.
The public is cordially invited to attend.

Thurman Birth Reported

James

kif.9.N
1962 spring regalia...
James Kenrob is always
lesding in style!

Werecomfmend
winewig*

Woolite
For I. cloth.
•boyt
yOu

Solid COIGN, long
sleeve open front lined
suit jacket with
embroidered crest
Sizes 6 to 18.
Solid color, crepe-dechine short sleeve shirt
with separate scarf

Sizes 6 to 18,
Solid color, pull-on
pleated sweater skirt
with elastic waistband
Sizes 6 to 18

demoiselle
Shop
wntown Mum

Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities by Senior
Citizens.
Sigma Department
of Murray Woman's
Club will meet at 7:30
p.m. at the club house.
Adult Education
Class will meet from 6
to 9 p.m. at Calloway
County High School.
Pap --'.§77
near
clinic
(free) will be from 1 to
3 p.m. at Health
Center, North Seventh
and Cilive Streets. For
an appointment call
753-3381.
Murray-Calloway
County Need Line
Board of Directors will
meet at "12 nooh at
Pagliai's
Southwest PTC -will
meet at 7 p.m.
Reservations for
ladies day luncheon on

Wednesday at Murray
Country Club should
be made by today by
calling Charlotte
Gregory, 753-1898, or
Andrea Hogancamp
753-0638.
Murray Chapter of
National Hairdressers
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Sirloin Stockade
Tuesday, Nov.10
Murray Branch of
American Association
of University Women
will meet at 7:15 p.m.
at home of Dr. Ruth
Cole, 814 Main Street.
Dr. Jim Mathis will
speak about "Money
Talks."
Reservations for
ladies day luncheon on
Wednesday at Oaks
Country Club should
be made by calling
Susy Wells or Mary
Bath.
Coldwater Baptist
Young Women will
meet at church at 7
p.m. with Emma Lou
Adamsas hostess.
Baptist Young
Women of Westside
Church will meet with
Pat Dalton at 7 p.m.
Groups of Christian
Women's Fellowship
of First Christian
Church will meet as
follows: I in home of
Mrs. John Quertermous, 1308 Wells, at 10
a.m. with program b y
Mrs. Walt Apperson
III in home of Mrs.
Mike Holton, 1553 Oxford, at 7:30 p.m. with
program by Mrs.
Mark Underwood.
Parents Anonymous
will meet at 6:30 p.m.
For information call
759-1087 or 753-6917.
Alcoholics
Anonymous will meet
at 8 p.m. at west end of
Livestock and Exposition Center.
Murray Star
Chapter No. 433 Order
of the Eastern Star
will meet at 7:30 p.m.
at the lodge hall.
Murray TOPS (take
off pounds sensibly)
Club will meet at 7
p.m. at HealthCenter.
Back to School Night
will be at 7 p.m. at
Murray Maldletcnool.
Groups of First Baptist Church Women
will meet as follows: I
with Mrs. Owen Billington at 9 a.m. and H
with Mrs. Bailey Riggins at 2 p.m.
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14ussein4 Decision Complicated Relationship With U.S.
WASHINGTON

after the Jordanian defense items in the
monarch ended four context of an essential!Alloy relatisedir? days or Mira in
Nmericah-eqidpped
With Jordan Is Washington and left force."
fimpleated by Kies for Les Angeles.
The deal is not viewThe Oficial, who ed as a "major
Ilimmin's decision to
buy air defense briefed reporters on reorientation" by Jormissiles from the condition he not be dan toward the Soviet
Soviet Union, the -_idsodeled,tefused to _ bloc, the official said.
Reagan . administra- discuss the nature of and is not expected to
tionsm.
the Soviet weepers, interfere with "warm
Raisin's decn, reported to be SA114 and cordial" relations
• Which took the White surface-to-air established We week
Wadies.
House by
by Hussein and Presiwas confirmed
= Bid he referred to dent Reagan.
.
day by a senior State the purchase as
Nevertheless, he
Department official "limited to certain air said, a Soviet-

Jordanian military
relationship "could
clearty-cenipileate war
relations in the
defense supply field
and we would just as
soon we didn't have
that compticetion."
Ibismis said helm
coming to Washington
that he would consider
turning to the Soviets
for- arms if suitable
US. weapons were
unavailable. On
Wednesday, be denied
reports that Jordan

my.* get WA million
worth of new Hawk

anti-aireraft
from the United
States, saying "I wish
to God that were
true"
The king is said to
have expressed interest chwing his talks
here in acquiring improved U.S. mobile
missiles and possibly
F-11 fighter-bombers
to offset whet he sees
as a threat from
Soviet-armed Syria.

The State Department official said
?biretta, that Hussein
was told whet U.S.
weapons are "potentially available" and
added. 'lite United
States intends to do
what we can to assure
that Jordan has a
defense capability
adequate to its needs."
However, he said:
"No specific commitments were made
beyond the
commitment to con-

time the discuesicas
and to be as helpful as
we can There have

1111

111

Correction
Sista Stockade's Thursday
ad should met have had "AN You
Cam tat Salad Iler.it"flos staff
ti repos ttse MK sod say imesave.
aims It cassed.
........
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Introducing Clinique.
The Good-Skin Specialists.
You and Clinique-should meet.
Because when you do, you get
started on better skin for life.
First step, the Clinique Computer—
programmed by Clinique's guiding
dermatologists. In just 34 seconds
your answers to its 8 questions
tell you your skin type and its
true needs. No charge for this
service. And it's unique.

been an ciatinitniesta.
an rejections and ibe
possibility is initialise."

Now your skin is radiant and ready

for skin-caring Clinique makeup:
Fashion colours in wonderful forms
and pleasing textures for lips, eyes,
cheeks, nails. All of them, like
all of Clinique (including Clinique Sun
Blocks and Hair Supplies), allergy
tested and 100% fragrance free.
Come in. Talk to an informed Clinique
Consultant. And find out what a
lifelong friend Clinique can be.

The same skin specialists formulated
Basic Clinique—your twice-a-day
regimen to cleanse, clarify and
moisturize. Just 3 minutes in
the morning,3 minutes at night
and in a few days you'll see it:
the famous Clinique glow.

CLINIQUE
Allergy Tested
100% Fragrance Free

6

Dixieland Shopping Center on Chestnut in Murray

a
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DISCOUNT SHOES — Kathryn Garrison
shows some of the ladies boots featured at
Factory Discount Shoes, at the corner of 16th
and Main. The store sells all types of men's
and women's shoes.

Selling brand-name
shoes at discount
prices is the
trademark of Factory
Discount Shoes,
located at the corner of
16th and Main Streets.

Merchants
Announce
Officers
The Murray
Downtown Merchants
Association has announced its new officers.
They are Bob Wynn,
Pagliai's, president;
Joe Baker Littleton,
Littleton's, vice president; Virginia Shropshire, Bright's,
secretary; and Marjorie Crass, Lerman's,
treasurer.
Directors are Pat
McReynolds, Corn
Austin; Charles
Cochran, Graham &
Jackson; and John
Simmons, Murray Appliance.
The officers and
directors will serve
two-year terms.

The store, owned by
Tommy and Gail
Scearce, features all
types of men's and
women's shot's, boots
and tennis shoes.
The Scearces also
own a store in Fulton.
Opened since Oct.
29, Scearce said
"business has been
fantastic."
Prices of men's
shoes range from $12
to $18. Most women's
shoes are $8.95.
Shipments of shoes
are received each
week.
Scearce said he purchases his shoes from
Boston, New York,
Atlanta, Chicago and
New Orleans.
The store is open
from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Monday through Friday and 1 p.m. to 6
Sunday everyday of
the year except
Christmas,
Thanksgiving and
Easter.
Employees of the
stores are Kathryn
Garrison, Carolyn
Alexander and Cheryl
Elkins.

'THE TAILOR SHO
Any Kind of Alterations
•Hems-up Or Down
*Seams - In Or Out

DRESS MAKING
By Appt

CUSTOM
QUILTING
Come By & Meet
Sue Miller

Tish Gardner

759-1177
101 N.12*

Murray

Action Personnel, a
professional
placement service
licensed and bonded
by the Commonwealth
of Kentucky, has moved its office to the back
of Southside Shopping
Center, next to Jim's
Shoe Outlet.
Owned and operated
by Pamela Underwood, Action Personnel recruits and places
all types of employees,
ranging from semiskilled to professional
employees.
All applicants are
required to make an
appointment with
Underwood. Applications are filled out
and kept on file by
Underwood until.
employment is found
or the applicants ask
for it to be removed.
Underwood, who has a

CASHPOT WINNER — Edwin Larson was
the 0,100 Cashpot winner at Storey's Food
Giant. He was presented his check by Geneva
Warren, office manager.

FACTORY OUTLET
STORE
Lakeway Village
Shopping Center
Paris, Tenn.

("AL
TAO-.
SHOP

tacts for job
placements
throughout the United
States.

759-1177

AWACS Aids
Synfuel Plans
Another chapter has
been written to the onagain, off-again saga
of federal financial
support to Kentucky's
synthetic fuels industry.
This time, the proposed SRC-1 plant to
be built at Newman in
Daviess County won
another year of
breathing room — and
strangely enough, it
has the sale of AWACS
radar planes to Saudi
Arabia to thank for
that.
.••
KENTUCKY
STOCKS ON THE
MOVE LAST WEEK:
Market direction of the
index of 25 Kentucky
stocks was mixed.
Largest gains: Lincoln
Income Life (OTC), to
13% from 121
/
2;
Thomas Industries
(NYSE), to 15% from
1 4 % ; Vermont
American (AMEX), to
19% from 17%. Biggest
losses: Ashland Oil
(NYSE),to 30 from 32;
Dollar General(OTC),
to 14% from 15%.

Wayne Wilson
Joins Staff
At Strout
Wayne Wilson has
joined the staff of
Strout Realty, Inc. as
an associate, according to Joe L. Kennon, broker.
Wilson formerly
owned Wilson In-

MILWAUKEE, Wis. an employee benefit
— Special agent David planning school at the
Travis, who maintains company's Milwaukee
the Northwestern office.
Travis is associated
with the M. L. Smith,
CLU General Agency,
Evansville.
The school has provided experienced
agents with training in
establishing and servicing corporate
qualified employee
Wayne Wilson
plans, retirement
plans for the self- surance and Real
employed and tax Estate in Murray.
deferred annuities.
A life-long resident
North western_of Murray and a
Mutual Life, known as Realtor since 1960 and
David Travis
the Quite Company, is insurance salesman
Mutual Life agency at the nation's ninth since 1950, Wilson in206 Maple St., was one largest life insurer vites his friends to
of 50 Northwestern with assets of more come by the realty ofagents throughout the than ;11 billion. It has fice to see him or call
country who attended 115 general agencies him, anytime at 753nationwide.
0186.
*****************************
•
For all your Travel Reservations Coll
0"-

Save! Two bean pot
lamps for the price
of one. Apple-shiny
ceramic in brown, beige,.
rust, green, or blue.
Each shaded in
white pleated
vinyl. 17" high,
by Mar-Kel.
- Reg. 18.95 each
- now 14.95 each.
or 2 for 24.50

.MAR-KEL
L1GHTING'$

masters degree in
guidance and counseling, then interviews
each applicant and
discusses her reactions from the interviews with prospective
employers.
The placement service is time-saving to
both applicants and
employers, Underwood said. Underwood
also advertises for
positions which results
in savings to
employers.
Applicants have no
obligation to the
employer. The applicants are responsible for paying a placement fee, which may
be partially or totally
paid by the employer.
The placement fee is
tax deductible, Underwood said.
Underwood has con-

Marjorie and Bill Major
**
753-0880
***
representing
*

*
•
*
4. American and International Trareltime *
*
t***e*****-*******iaHi
4*********

TAILOR SHOP OPENS — The Tailor Shop, 101 N. 12th St., opened for
. business Monday. Seamstresses are Sue Miller (left) and Tisha Gardner.

"We do a good job at
reasonable prices.
We're here to serve the
community," .Harold
Osborne said of The
Tailor Shop, which
opened Monday.
The shop, owned by
Osborne and his wife
Jeanette, features
alterations on all,,types
of men's, women's and
children's clothes.
Custom jobs are
done by appointment
only, Osborne said.
Located on 101 N.
12th, next to BoydMajors, the store is
open from 7 a.m. to 6
p.m. Monday through
Friday and 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. Saturday to
"catch the working
community" in the
morning and at night.
Osborne said he also
will stay after store.
hours to take phonedin orders.
)
fr
,
e1
1
. fig"

Retired from the air
force and the Murray
Police Department,
Osborne said he and
his wife "looked to see
what Murray needed
and it wasn't a case of
me picking the
business, the business
picked me."
Most alterations are
guaranteed in 24
hours, Osborne said.
He stressed all "bonafide emergencies" will
be given top priority
and completed as
quickly as possible.
With the machines
available. The Tailor
Shop .can do most
kinds of stitching and
monograms. After
Jan. 1, the shop also
will be able to do
quilting:
A 42-inch and a 48inch steam press have
been ordered and all
clothing will be press-

ed after alterations
are completed.
Clothing without
alterations also can be
pressed for a
reasonable charge,
Osborne said.
Osborne also has
done much remodeling
to the structure housing his business.
Sue Miller and Tisha
Gardner are employed
as seamstresses.
Miller has sewn for her
family. Gardner was
employed by the Murray State University
theatre department.
The shop also will
accommodate clothing
stores as well as individuals.
As business increases, Osborne said
he will hire additional
seamstresses.
The Tailor Shop
phone number is 7591177.

SUSANNE'S — Susanne's, a custom framing shop at 100 S. 13th St.,
recently reopened. Owned by Susanne Doyle (seated),employees(from
left) Hellon Carlin, Dortha Bailey and Peggy Allgood have been trained
to help customers with all their framing needs.

Susanne Doyle has
announced the reopening of her custom
framiwg shop —
Susanne's, located at
100 S. 13th St.
Doyle opened the
shop nine years ago

Congratulations
Tommy and Gail Scearce,
Edwin Larson, Susanne Doyle,
Jeanette and Harold Osborne;
Wayne Wilson, David Travis,
Downtown Merchant Officers;
Bob Wynn, Joe Baker, John Simmons.
Virginnia Shropshire, Malone crass,
Pat McReynolds and Charles Cochran

but it has been closed
for several months
because of her health
problems.
The shop features
-"every mat available
and more than 700
wood samples" to
choose from.
A teacher of
workshops at Murray
State University and a
past president of the
Murray Art Guild,
Doyle has trained
since March three
assistants — Hellon
Carlin, Peggy Allgood
and Dortha Bailey.
"They are completely trained in every
phase of framing,"
Doyle said.
The shop also
specializes in needlepoint works.
Doyle said any items

can be framed in her
shop. She has framed
such items as airplane
propellers, baby
shoes, diplomas, certificates, paintings and
prints.
An artist specializing in painting and
drawing, Doyle said
she has contacts
across the country to
provide frameable
items for requested
jobs.
"We're an information center to find what
people want," Doyle
said.
Free home consultation also is available.
Hours of the shop
are 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Monday through Friday and 10 a.m. to
noon Saturday or by
appointment.

iloo-tovo dilommas Iái
after a WELCOME W141111 eat
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.
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Riding Club
Schedules
Horse Shows
The first of four
winter horse shows by
the New Providence
Riding Club will be today at the Livestock
and Exposition Center,
College Farm Reed,
starting at 4:30 p.m.
Fifteen classes will
be featured including
open halter, pleasure
saddle horse, pony
pleasure, style rack,
°Pea flags, aPea barrels, int. barrels, open
western pleasure,
open poles, int.
western pleasure,
ladies barrels, open
speet training barrel
race, figure 1 sPeed,
and women's western
pleasure.
Trophies will be
presented, according
to a club spokesman.
Admission will be $1 at
the gate for persons
over6 years of age.
Other shows will be
Dec. 19, Jan. M, and
Feb.27.

JOHNNY CHILDRESS got this 6 point deer
weighing 160 pounds with a bow and arrow
Oct.28in Calloway County.

D. U. BANQUET — Auction items for the Ducks Unlimited Banquet
scheduled for-Nov. 14 are displayed at the downtown Bank of Murray.
From left, Charlie McKinney, local D. U. president; Rids Overbey,
Overbey Honda; and Keith Covey, decorations committee chairman;
admire the ATC 110 donated by Overbey Honda.
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A word to the wise is
UNLIMITED
usually sufficient when it
comes to deciding on the
year belp.
1111 IP
suitability of the weather
NOVIL
loin Caw IIIll
for boating. But it's uncanny how often the unwise never bother to get
the word.
Recreational boat skipknYaift*
ing tine
pers have a duty to know
what's going-on weatherwise. If they don't, their
craft could become vic- I am sure many of change lures often un- get them located on a
tims of foul weather, you will be deer hun- til you find the right drop. It will be some
possibly to the point of ting this week, but, for color.
good fast action and
loss of ship and life.
those of you who had
The crappie are still might even help to
It makes no duterence rather fish, it looks in the same old places, keep your hands
of boating on inland or like a good week to do sometimes deeper warm.
coastal waters, claim it.
than others, but you
Bluegill can still be
Mercury outboards' The water level is should find some bet- found along the rocky
boating experts, the almost at winter pool ween 10 and 15 feet. banks of the main lake
potential for unexpected stage and the They seem to be near and in the deeper
dangerous weather exists temperature has fallen stumps and treetops coves. A rooster tail
in all areas. Sudden to the high 50's, but along the sides of the spinner will work but
squalls and this is o.k.
ledges.
you will have to let it
thunderstorms, and ac- The fish are still
If you fish Lake sink about four feet to
companying high winds, feeding good during Barkley, you should find the big ones.
can turn an enjoyable their major time find some crappie a litIf you could find
cruise into a nightmare. periods and many can tle more shallow. some earthworms
The best defense against be found in fairly There is quite a lot of before the ground gets
hazardo us __boatiag shallow water.
structure at these too cold, they would be
weather is to be ashore The blackbass are shallow ledges and ideal.
still hot on crank baits drops in Barkley Lake
when it occurs.
Remember to wear
and noisy topwater because it is a much a life jacket, especialLocal forecasts are the baits.
body of water ly now, its hypokey to being weather Rocky points, flats younger
Lake.
Kentucky
than
thermia time again!
knowledgable. In many or shelves which are
white
casting
Try
areas, especially on lage close to deep water,
roadrunHappy Fishing
lakes and coastal waters, have been very good jigs or pink
ners for crappie if you
marine weather forecasts areas to work.
are available from the
We still have some
National Weather Ser- logs and brush that is
vice. And harbor masters fishable and should
in most active boating hold some big fish
areas -display a series of everyday.
(0,
A mfr.
flags that provide a The sauger can be
Why
Pay
More
For
Your Next Boat')
the
visual clue to
found on the bars and
Futurist
forecasted weather. One channel ledges next to
'Boss Hawk Boats
other source of informa- deep water also. If you
C Pontoons
'Authorized Evinrude
tion is the US. Coast can't get a strike on a
Guard, which broadcasts jig or crank bait, try a
Soles & Service
I vonniinf
weather data over minnow, you might
.4411114‘
marine radio frequen- find some big ones this
cies, especially when way.
R12ebd10n0n,Ts1w(901)2324221
amall-craft warnings are If you prefer trollIn effect.
ing, be willing to

Ducks klimited Bawl

GLEN BEBBER, Rt. 1, Dexter, recently
killed this 80-1b. doe with a bow and arrow.
The kill was made in Henry County,Tenn.

I

GENE THURMAN, Rt. 5, Murray, killed
this 90-lb. spike buck at Fort Campbell, Oct.
31.

M

Poachers Are Killers-For-Cash
Modern big game ficials, game wardens,
poachers are not the biologists, park
heroic, maverick rangers, judges and
"Robin Hoods" some poachers in 15
sportsmen think they Southern states reveal
are. Today's poachers a ready and lucrative
are mercenary killers- black market for venfor-cash who rob from sion, antlers and other
taxpayers and sell to products of big game.
Antlers from trophy
the poor.
That's the conclu- whitetail bucks are
sion of an intensive valuable throughout
survey of wildlife law the South,especially in
violations in the South Texas,where it is legal
conducted by resear- to sell antlers and hide
chers for Southern from deer. Any good
Outdoors Magazine set of antlers can be
and reported in the sold for $1,006 in
November-December Texas, agree several
issue of the regional wildlife enforcement
outdoor publication.
officials interviewed
Investigations and by the magazine. And
interviews with Boone & Crockett
wildlife department of- record book-quality

Storey's

FOOD
GIANT
I

Open 7 Days A Week
8 a.m.- 11:00 p.m.

H.641 So. '

Phone 753-8322

racks — whether
"We've arrested
harvested legally or by quite a few country
poachers — can earn store proprietors who
reporter discovered.
sell deer meat,"
While most illegal reports Maj. Grady
hunters are op- Phelps, deputy direcportunists — people tor of law enforcement
who spot deer along for Florida's Game
remote country roads and Freshwater Fish
at night and shoot the Commission, "plus
animals while they are some restaurant
blinded by headlights owners — and some of
— it is the "pro the restaurants have
poacher" who gives been nice ones."
game wardens fits.
There's even a
"For the real--pros crossroads store in
who night-hunt, Alabama that trades
shooting two, three or beer for deer, one
even 10 deer a night, Southern Outdoors
and getting away with
The Southern
it, is not difficult," ac- Outdoors study also
cording to a reformed reveals that many of
Alabama poacher. The the hardened poachers
market hunters are also involved in
typically operate in drug dealing, cattle
pairs. One shines a rustling and other
powerful spotlight, crimes. In "almost all
which mesmerizes the cases" made against
deer, and the other poachers for selling
shoots.
game, says Florida's
The poachers then
hide weapons and
,
spotlights and leave
the scene until they
can determine the
location of the local
game warden. They
use scanner radios to
monitor the wildlife officers' radio channels,
and they communicate
with other poachers by
citizens band radio.
It is not surprising,
then that 90 percent of
arrests involve first offenders."The habitual
poacher is usualy a
very good woodsman,'' says a
regional conservation
chief in Alabama,
James Painter. 'We.
catch the guy who's in
the wrong plaee at the
wrong time."
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SPORTING GOODS

Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.
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75-Zip!
Scoreboard Tells Story

TOEIN"I'HE LINE — (Above) The Laker defense recorded its third shutout in the last four
games while (below) fullback Tommy Workman (with ball) heads for another of his three,
touchdowns to give Calloway County High its largest margin of victory in the school's history —
75-0 over Fulton City.
Photos By Jim Rector

Snipes Decked in 11th

Holmes Maintains Crown
PITTSBURGH (AP)
— Larry Holmes
climbed up from a
shocking one-punch
knockdown in the
seventh round to stop
Renaldo Snipes with
five smashing rights to
the jaw in the 11th
round and retain his
World Boxing Council
heavyweight championship Friday night.
Holmes whipped
home a right to the jaw
that shook Snipes
down to his heels. The

a neutral corner.
challenger, apparently no," to Ortega.
When action resumThe victory cleared
hurt, backed into his
corner. Holmes was on the way for a 810 ed, Snipes shot across
him like a cat and million paybay in the ring, but Holmes
pumped home four March against Gerry was ready for him and
more smashing rights Cooney, but for a brief quickly took charge.
moment in the seventh He actually had the
to the jaw.
round,
it looked like all better of the rest of the
Snipes looked in
those
millions
were go- round, scoring with
danger of going down
several punches to the
ing
up
in
,smoke.
when referee Rudy
head.
Ortega stopped the
Holmes had not
Holmes, in his 11th
fight.
tithe defense, was in shown any respect for
At the referee's ac- control of the fight - Snipes, whose trunks
tion, many in the when Snipes walked - were labeled, "Mr.
estimated corwd of out in the seventh and Snipes." Now, he had
15,900 booed and threw an overhand respect for the
Snipes cried, "No, no, right that caught challenger. Holmes
Holmes flush on the had been the overjaw and dropped him whelming favorite goonto the canvas. As the ing into the match at
crowd went wild, the the Civic Arena.
The fight was part of
champion got up
quickly and wobbled to a live ABC telecast.

Better
Safe

When buying a
portable electric
heater, buy a brand
name known for
reliability and one that is UL listed for
safety. Look for a unit with a
thermostat, since it will use electricity
more economically and
a tip-over switch that will
help protect
you against lire.

• Than
Sorry

SIRLOIN STOCKAD
Free Banquet Facilities

SUNDAY ONLY
Fresh Fried Chicken
Ifk.M.To 9 P.M.
Children Under 10 $1.99

West Ky. Rural
imalypeld Electric Coop. Corp.
4

•

, Texas Toast. Free
RfiJts on Coffee, Tea
& So Drinks. 11 a.m.-9 p.m.
.12th

11 75

44

Murra

his game plan for
Franklin-Simpson
since his squad beat
Reidland,12-0,in early
October.

— all in the first half.
Fulton City completed oh-of-10 passes
and relied mostly on a
rushing attack that
produced 71 yards for
the game. Mike
Bransford carried for
31 yards on nine attempts to lead all
Bulldog runners.
CCHS rushed for 15
yards and added 223
passing for 348 total offensive yards in a contest consisting of big
breaks in the Lakers'
favor.
Fulton City wound
up its season, 2-8, having allowed 249 points
and scoring 49.
The Lakers concluded their regular season
atop the District 1
standings and look forward to next week's
first round of•playoffs
against FranklinSimpson,a 27-0 victory
over Barren County
Friday.
Franklin-Simpson,
ranked fourth in the
state AAA poll, has
been on Harp's mind
for the past four
weeks. It came as no
surprise when the
coach who dwells on
preparation admitted
he'd been dwelling on

"We started
pareparing for them
four weeks ago and
like I said before, it'll
all come down to
preparation," Harp
said.
Laker seniors
honored in Friday's
game included:
Roland Conoley,
Randy Dawson, Don
Hargrove, Tony Hendon, Rodney Hounshell, Kevin Kernell,
Terry Manker, Kirk
Starks, Bob Waters
and Tommy
Workman.
Scoring Plays
CCHS
28 33 7 7 75
FCHS
0 0 0 0 0
(first quarter) 8:21 T.
Workman 25-yd. run. Don
Hargrove kick.
(first quarter) 5:47 Craig
Darnell 34-yd. pass from Tim
Brown. Hargrove kick.
. (first quarter) 3:14 C.
Darnell 63-yd. pass from
Brown. Hargrove kick.
(first quarter) :23 Randy
Dawson 48-yard pass from
Brown. Hargrove kick.
(second quarter) 10:25
Brown 14-yard run. Randy
Dawson kick.
(second quarter) 7:48 Don
Hargrove 15-yard pass from
Brown. Dawson kick no good.
(second quarter) 3:26 Tony
Hendon blocked kick return
25-yards. Dawson kick.
(second quarter) 2:15
Workman 1-yard run. Dawson
kick, no good.
(second quarter) :24 Jeff
Garrison 4-yard run. Dawson
kick.
(third quarter) :00
Workman 50-yard fumble
return. Hargrove kick.
(fourth quarter) 3:16
Rodney Tebbetts 15-yard pass
from Brad Skinner. Greg
Baker kick.

For the 10 Laker
seniors and their
honored parents, Friday's game was a fitting finish for a ragsto-riches grid career.
"These kids deserve
this," said Laker head
coach Sam Harp, who
admitted he felt no
sympathy for 'the
visiting Bulldogs. "I
can't feel sorry for
anyone who doesn't
prepare for a game.
Our coaching staff
believes in being
prepared, for every
game, every situation.

Lady Racers
Advance
To Nationals

An You Can Eat Salad Bar
7 Choice of Potato &

IvA

Any formation we ran
By JIM RECTOR
tonight — they (Fulton
Sports Editor
To paraphrase an City) never adjusted.
old saying, "Every We were just taking
advantage of whatever
hog has his day."
they
offered us. It all
Friday night
Calloway County came down to preparaHigh's 'Hogs', as the tion."
CCHS was obviously
Laker linemen are
referred to, had their prepared from the
day, and a field day at word 'go' as they
that — stampeding scored twice in their
over a non-existent first five plays — four
Fulton City Squad, 75- times in their first nine
plays offensively.
0.
Senior fullback TomThat's right,75-zip.
The same CCHS my Workman carried
bunch that was kicked only six times all night
around like dogs the but gained 55 yards
first two years of ex- and scored three
istence finally turned touchdowns. He broke
around and bit back. the game open on the
From 1-20 to 9-2 and a Lakers' first series
host spot in the with a 25-yard TD
romp accompanied by
regional playoffs.
But 75-0! The score a one-yard dive play in
said it all at Laker the second quarter
before. adding a 50Stadium.
"I've seen teams yard fumble return at
carved up before, but the close of the third
this. . . this was period for his third
baaad," said Laker of- score of the night.
Junior quarterback
fensive assistant
Tim Brown turned the
coach Dan Walker.
air above Laker
At the half, with Stadium into a football
CCHS leading, 61-0, freeway as he found
assistant coach John Craig Darnell with TD
Orr said it was about 'tosses of 34 and 63
time for the Lakers to yards; Randy Dawson
be feeling the fun side with one of 48 yards,
and Don Hargrove also
of a lopsided contest.
had a 15-yarder go for
"I'm the only six. Plus, the six-foot,
coaching survivor of 165-pound QB lugged
two years ago when in another touchdown
this team was taking on a 14-yard keeper.
their lumps. You go
Altogether Brown
like this until halftime accounted for 194
and then it just yards passing on
depends on the other seven-of-nine attempts
team. If they come out and he had 24 yards
and quit, it gets worse. rushing on two carries
We've been on the opposite side of some
games like this," Orr
said. "And, like I was
talking to Don
Hargrove and he said,
'Coach, I know how
they feel over there.
We've been through
the same thing before
and it sure feels better
on this side."

Murray State's
women's cross country
team used a one-point
victory to launch into
the national AIAW
cross country championships held in
Idaho, Nov. 21.
Friday the Lady
Racers clipped East
Tennesee, 31-32, at the
AIAW Region II competition at George
Mason University in
Fairfax, Va. The national meet will be
held at Idaho State in
Pocatello.
Guiding.the current
Ohio Valley Conference champions to
victory .Friday were
Lady Racers Dianne
Stewatt (fourth /8:18.5), Wendy Slaton
(fifth-18:20.4), Diane
Holmes (ninth-18:44),
Cara O'Brien (11th18:59.3) and Deanna
Dennison (12th19:02.1).

NO ROOM TO SPARE'"-- Fulton City quarterback Jason Caldwell
releases a pass under a heavy rush by Lakers Don Hargrove(80)and
Randy Dawson (23).
Staff Photo By Jim Rector

SCOREBOARD
High School
Football Scores
Playoff Games
Class AAAA
Jefferson County •
Lou. Butler 19, Lou Trinity
10
Lou. DeSales 10. Lou. St.
Xavier 7
State
Henderson Co. 24, Christian
Co.6
-Shelby Co.41, Marion Co.0
Lea. Henry Clay 24,
Madison Central0
- Dixie Heights 29, Ashland

•

•

"

alfsgAllA
Elizabethtown 32, drayson
Co.0,
Woodford Co. X, Danville
17
Lincoln Co.7,Cawood 0
Claes AA .
Bardstown 29,Fort Knicil 7
Mayfield 27,Fort CampbeU
21
Rowan Co. 26,Bath Col
Warren East 18, G .rb. • Co.
120T

Class A
,
Pikeville 18, Virgie 13
Frankfort 15, Carroll Co. 0
Regular Season Thursday,
Game
Harrodsburg 14, Richmond
Madison6
Friday Games
Ballard Memorial 36,
Greenville
Beechvrood 28, Cinn. North
College Hill 14
Calloway Co.7$,Fulton 0
Fairview 27, West Carter6
Franklin-Simpson 27. Barren Co.0
Heath 23, Marshall Co.0
Johns Creek 38, Hazard 8
• Middlesboro 34, Knoxville,
Tenn.., Powell 6
Murray 21, Lone Oak 14 Owensboro 28, Owensboro
Catholic 18 Owensboro Apollo 17, Union
Co.8
.Prestonsburg 7, Morgan Co.

h

Beadle d 13. Webster Co.0
Russellville 41, Fulton Co. 0
Somerset 44, Russell Co. 19
Tompkinsville 34, Caverns
7
Trigg Co. 21, Todd Central6
Playoff Schedule Nov.7
Lou.Seneca vs Lou. Doss

Nov.13 Clam AAAA
Lou.
r Ballard vs. Lou. Western
Clam AAA
Fort Thomas Highlands vs.
Conner
Class A
Williamsburg vs.
Cumberland
Lou. Butler vs. Lou.
DeSales
Seneca-Dou winner vs.
Ballsrci-Western winner
Shelby Co. at Henderson
thiss
cia
CoDi
.yxie
mA. Heights at Lea. Henry
Franklin-Simpson at
Calloway Co..
Euza
W obeuitown
o df or d Co. at
Conner
Lincoln Co. at HighlandsRussell at Leslie Co.
Clam KA
Warren East at Ma yfield
Rowan Co. at Bardstown
Middlesboro at Somerset
Prestonsburg at Johns Creek
Class A
TompkinsviLle at
Frankfort at Paris
Nicholas Co. at Bellevue
Pikeville at Williamsburg.
Cumberland winner
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Tigers 21, Flash 14

MHS Breaks Interception Mark

•

By JOHN SALERNO
Sports Writer
The Murray High
defense collected interceptions number 29
and 30 for the year in
the final quarter Friday .night to hold off
the Purple Flash of
Lone Oak fora 21-4 victory in the Tigers final
game of the season.
The key takeaway
came from sophomore
defensive back Mark
Boggess who snatched
a fourth quarter pass
froin Lone Oak
quarterback Shane
Jones to snuff out the
Flash's list drive of
the night. The pickoff
came at just the right
time for the Tigers
because Lone Oak was
moving downfield and
threatening to score
after recovering a
Murray fumble.
Lone Oak got the
ball again with

'

BLITZING BACKER — Flash QB Shane
Jones has to hurry it off under pressure by
Tiger senior Craig Crawford.
—Photos by John Salerno

'New Chess' Earns
Title For Korchnoi

seconds reniainir4
Lone Oak dropped to &- Jones to Junior
and a desperation pass I for the season.
receiver Kevin
was stolen by senior
Head coach John Wheatley and iu
nilr
defensive back Ronnie Hine was obviously fullback Kevin
Pace That ball will proud his team emerg- But Murray's defense
probably go in the ed over the .500 mark stiffened at the 7-yard
school's trophy case for the season. After line by breaking up a
because Pace's theft the game he said pass in the end Tone
broke the old record of "They're winners. It's and then stopping a
29 interceptions set in • going to be a good sweep as time ran out
1974 when Murray won
winter.- He emphasis°After an idle third
the state champion- ed the fact ttpt some quarter. Lone Oak
ship.
might have thought drove from its own 27
Assistant coach Jun the Tigers would be into Tiger territory by
Harrell pointed out drained after last virtue of two passing
after the game that it week's emotional first downs, a running
was extraordinary the overtime loss, but the first down and two
Tigers bettered' the team bounced back to facemask penalties
1974 mark because the beat a tough Lone Oak Junior tailback Tony
previous record in- squad.
Cipolla. who racked up .
cluded *post season
Not Co steal fire from 96 yards on 15 carnet),
games.
Pace's record - ran the ball in from the
Breaking the record
breaking pick-off, but six. Jones teamed up
was just one highlight the first of his two in- with Wheatley on the
of the home win, as the terceptions was the two-point conversion
Tigers somewhat break that provided to put the Flash within
avenged last week's Murray with the winn- striking distance at 21tough district loss to ing margin. Late in the 14.
Russellville by second quarter, Pace
The Tigers appeared
boosting their overall cut.m front of a Flash . to be in command as
mark to 6-5 for 1981. receiver and in- they recovered an ontercepted the ball off side kick at midfield
his shoestrings at the and took the ball into
.Murray 10-yard line Lone Oak territory on
and raced the length of a first down. But on the
the field for six.
next play, the Flash
Junior quarterback recovered a Murray
David McCuiston *fumble on its own 39
darted in for the two- Jones, who completed
point eonversion to put 7 of 16 passes for 87
the Tigers on top 21-6.
yards, then put a scare
Just before the end into Murray hopefuls
of the half, Lone Oak with a long pass to
mounted a drive on Wheatley down to the
two long passes by Tiger 27, but the play

was brought back I.
the original hne on •
holding call.
Jones connected
with Wheatley again
but the Tiger &dense
recovered to stop two
Isere passing attempts With fourth
and long. ()poll& tried
to go deep with an option pass but Boggess
seised the opportunity
for his record-tying 111
terception
One of the Tigers
strongest assets was
senior Ken Murphy.
who ended his high
school career in style
by scoring a
touchdown on a 22yard pass from Mc
Cuiston, blocked an extra point, had an interception and rushed
the tail nine times foc
64 yards
Murphy•s herformance was
paralleled by Mc
Cuiston, who scored
the Tigers first TD on
a 15-yard run and had
91 yards in 12 carries.
Murray
S"r71.114 0 0 11
0 0 I 14
Lane Oak
MURRAY Met'wake.
runIlbenhiuu luck
LONE OAK
Haney 144u4
I loci lat141
MURRAY
Pace NAM •
return I McCuutos run
MURRAY
Murphy r
pass from faciMstaa I brig
fad
LONE OAK (Apollo 6-run
Ames pass to Illbtatioy

WwillorWM

MERANO, Italy
(AP) — Soviet exile
Viktor Korchnoi,
showing what experts
called an aggressive
new style, won his second victory Friday in
his bid to wrest the
world chess title from
Anatoly Karpov.
"Korchnoi's style
was better. He's
recovering, while Karpov played worse,"
Lev Alburt, one of
America's highestrated grandmasters,
said.
The victory narrowed Karpov's lead to 4-2
in the match in this
resort in Italy's
Dolomite *Mountains
near the Austrian

border. The title goes
to the first player to
reach six victories.
Draws don't count.
Korchnoi, 50, captured Karpov's queen,
the strongest piece on
the board, while
yielding a rook.
Karpov submitted a
letter of resignation to
chief arbiter Paul
Klein of Ecuador an
hour before the adjourned game was
scheduled to resume
Friday.
The game had been
adjourned Thursday
evening after 41
mceris-s. Karpov
evidently concluded
that he had no chance.

Last Of 'Good-Timers' Meet
In Today's Racer-Gov Contest

•

Merle Haggard's
"Are The Good Times
Really Over For
Good" might be appropriate for the
pregame band to play
today when Austin
Peay and Murray
State meet at 1:30 p.m.
(CST) in Roy Stewart
Stadium.
First-year head
coaches Frank
Beamer of the Racers
and Emory Hale of the
Governors watched
their clubs lose Ohio
Valley Conference
games on Halloween
Saturday to topranked Eastern Kentucky and surging
Akron respectively
after holding leads in
the final quarter.
OVC leader Eastern
Kentucky came from
20-3 down to defeat
Murray State 24-2,
while Austin Peay
spotted Akron 16
points, took the lead
19-16 but couldn't hold
on and lost to the Zips
23-19.
On a three-game
skid, Murray State
was No. 1 in Division IAA before losing to
Middle Tennessee,
Akron and Eastern.
Austin Peay missed an
opportunity to obtain
sole possession of second in the OVC with
the defeat.
The two clubs are
now bunched in the
middle of the league
with identicpl 3-3
records. Murray is 6-3
overall, and the Red
Btigade is 4-3 in all
games. Both universities are tied with
Middle Tennessee, in
OVC action and trail
Eastern (6-0), Western
Kentucky (3-2), Akron
(4-3) and Youngstown
State (
.4-3). Tennessee
Tech is 2-3 and
Morehead is winless in
six Icague outings

MAKE YOUR MOVE — Senior defensive back Ken Murphy 23 cuts
off Lone Oak tailback Tony Cipolla as Robbie Wilburn ( 70) seals any
avenue of escape.

DENIAL — Senior safety Ronnie Pace met Flash receiver Kevin
Wheatley (88) at the same time the ball did. Pace's defensive play
denied Lone Oak a TD at the end of the first half.

UP AND RUNNING — Racer team doctor Hal Houston has given
defensive back Ed Elsie (21) the go-ahead to return to action today
against Austin Peay despite undergoing a hernia operation a few
weeks ago.
Nance, while the
Governors depend on
pony-like 5-8, 165pound sophomore
Austin +;"
Floyd Jones, who has
764 yards rushing in 68
Peay
attempts for a hefty 8.7
average.
State
Donald White, Vince
Tucker, ROdney LofGOVERN'S
ton and Donnie Wilson
ri
lead the Racer conToday's matchup is backs, but the Racers tingent defensively,
the 23rd between the remember last year white linebackers
two schools with Mur- when Austin Peay was Royce Fentress (90
ray State holding a rolling and shocked tackles) and Ronald
slight 12-10 series ad- the Blue and Gold 24-0. Lawrence (52 stops),
vantage. •
Hale shudders when plus free safety Mike
Austin Peay has its reminded that Murray Newton ( 52 tackles
problems apinst took its revenge on and assists, head up
tough defensive eventual league cham- The Red Brigade. '
teams, and the pacers pion Western Ken- Following the Murray.
are one of the best. Ad- tucky 49-0 after falling encounter. the
ditionally, the Gover- to the Goys.
sophomore,dominated
nors have won at MurBoth The Racers and Goys travel to -Tenray only once on tile APSU are run - nessee Tech before
odd-numbered years oriented, but Murray -closing -,lhe season at
since 1967 and that was holds an ace iit--home against UT.
in 1977 when APSU quarterback Gino martin: MSU receives
captured its first OVC Oibbs, who has led the an off-week before
championship..
-conference in total of- dosing its season at
• Not only is Murray fense most of the Bowling Green against
agitated about the season. Their horse at Western Kentucky,
three successive set- running back is Nick Nov. 21.

1

OVC Turns To Non-Commercial
Television For Cage Broadcast!

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — The Ohio
Valley Conference has
decided that
non-commercial
television is a good
vehicle to get the word
out about its basketball teams this season.
Conference officials
tried to develop a commercial network that
would generate additional revenue for the
league, but only one
station has signed up
for the five weekly
games.
Instead, the Kentucky Educational
Television network
will be televising the
games this season
along with a commercial station in Bowling
Green,Ky.
"KET is noncommercial in nature
and there won't be any
returns to the conference in terms of s
selling commercial
advertising," said
OVC Commissioner
Jim Delany at Press
Day activities on
Thursda.y in

Lexington.
"But the exposure
that they can provide
for the conference is
equal to putting
together a network
that would include
Huntington, lkuisville
and Lexington.
"The exposure will
be good," he said. "If
people are interested
in OVC basketball, in
college basketball
games, they will see
these games as if they
were on a commercial
station."
Delliny said officials
are still negotiating
with commericial
static:ohs in Nashville,
Tenn., Lexington, Ky.,
Huntington, W.Va.,
and Hazard, Ky.
"They:11 probably take
them on a game-togame basis," he said.
In addition to the
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five games on the OVC
network, Delany said
the league will have
four games carried
over ESPN this
season. He said the
sports network will
broadcast three
regular-season games
and the post-season
to*urnament • championship game.
"I'm not disappointed from the ex-

posure standpoint,'•
said Delany, whose
league competes with•
the Southeastern.
Metro and Big Ten
conferences in
regional media
markets. "I'm a little
disappointed in that. we don't get thc,
returns that we woulo
have gotten through a
commerical outlet."

641 S
frO y

Murray
Supply
Co.

208 Main
753-3361
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Build-up of urea
liffiri
74-"
-

I

HEALTH

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
DEAR DR LAMB
My
It follows that elevated
elderly father died recently
urea levels are more comfrom azotemia. The diction
mon in people who sweat a
ary didn't explain it very
lot and get dehydrated as
well. Would taking tranquil
usually seen in hot, dry
izers over a long time conclimates. Now, most people
tnbute to this urinary troutolerate minimal elevations
ble/ Is it an acute disease or
of urea It is important to
something a person would
doctors as an indicator of
have chronically? He did not
how your kidneys are workeat very much for several
ing But if the ability to
months before he died
eliminate urine is comproDEAR READER
Azomised, as from an obstructemia refers to a build-up in
tion from an enlarged prosthe blood of high levels of
tate, the level of urea may
urea. Urea is the end prodbe many times its normal
uct of protein metabolism.
level and the patient will
As the amino acids that are
still live.
in the protein are broken
A lot depends on what
down to release energy, the
causes the elevation. If it is
"ammonia- group is split off
caused by an obstruction
and two of these are hooked
that can be removed, it is
together to form urea. The
temporary, and successful
water-soluble compound is
removal may result in comthen eliminated through the
plete recovery.
urine.
I am sending you The
When the kidneys fail to
Health Letter number 12-12,
filter the blood adequately
Your Kidneys and How They
for any number of reasons,
Work, which will explain
they don't filter out enough
kidney function to you.
urea. Many normal people
Others who want this issue
will have high urea levels
can send 75 cents 'with a
because they eat a lot of
long, stamped, selfprotein, as in meats, and
addressed envelope Nor it to
may not drink enough water.
me, in care of this newspaThe kidneys filter out urea
per, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
best if they pass a lot of
City Station, New York, NY
water, and for that to hap10019.
pen you must drink water.
I doubt the tranquilizers

Your Individual Horoscope
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.

ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
You'll get little feedback
from others now. It's not the
best time to push pet projects.
Enjqy a late afternoon
cultural event.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20) kJ
Expect some modest work
gains. An obstacle seems insurmountable, but, with time
by yourself, you'll come up
with a solution.
GEMINI
(May 21 toJune 20)
Balance work with play.
You may feel inhibited among
friends, due to worry about
romance or a child. Later,
you'll snap out of it.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22) GO
Attend to social obligations.
A relative would like to hear
from you. Family concerns
may take precedence over

dr

n

Fraaces Drake

If you make people think
thinking, they'll love
you, but if you really make
them think, they'll hate
you
Don Marquis

.0.---11.----they'
re

East had to do some real
thinking to beat today's
tempting no trump game.
Unfortunately, he just
thought he was thinking and
declarer made off with an
"impossible" game.
Note North's jump to
three no trump. With a good
long suit and a side entry,
it's always a good gamble to
make a direct bet on game.
South won the first heart
since he feared a switch to
spades. The diamond nine
was run to East's queen and
back came the jack of
hearts by East. South
ducked and another heart
cleared the suit. East's diamond ace was knocked out
and it was all over. The
defense took only three
tricks and declarer had himself an easy overtrick.
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University

John Dale will speak
about "Known But To
God" with scripture
from Psalm 100 at the
8:30 and 10:40 a.m.
services and about
"Burning Bushes"
with scripture from.
Exodus 6:2 at' the 6
p.m. services at the
Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ.
Assisting in the services will be Kim
Weatherford, Jerry
Bolls, Mike Thomas,
Kent Harmon, B.
Steve Simmons, Danny Cleaver, Glen W.
Gibbs, James Thurmond, Amos Hill,
Johnny Bohannon, Eddie Rogers, Jack Rose,
Gary Rowland, James
Herndon, Steve Steele,
Charles Lamb*hn L.
Williams, Jack Ward,
Joe Thornton, and
Charles Haley.
Bible classes will be

THEY WERE A LITTLE
HOT, WEREN'T THEY?

°

at 9:45a.m.

Various churches
have announced services and meetings for
Sunday, Nov. 8, at the
churches as follows

Bruce Logue will
speak about "Destiny"
with scripture from
Jeremiah 1:1-10 at the
10:30 a.m. service and
about "Praying For
Each Other" with
scripture from James
5:13-20 at the 6 p.m.
service at University
Church of Christ.
Assisting in the services will be Ernie
Bailey, Sherrill
Gargus, Vernon Gantt,
J. T. Page, Keith
Hays, Danny Nix,
Gearl Suiter, Max
Cleaver, Dwain
Taylor, Bobby Bazzell,
J.B. Starks, Kennie
Colson, Larr y Wright,
Tim Feltner, and
Wayne Doran.
Bible classes will be
at 9:30 a.m.

First Baptist
Dr. Randy Davenport, presider:t of
Campbellsville College and a past president of Gideons International, will speak at
the 10:45 a.m. Services
at First Baptist
Church. The pastor,
Dr. Bill Whittaker, will
speak about "The Patience of Christ" with
scripture from II
Thessalonians 3:5 at
the 7 p.m. services.
Kenneth Carson,
deacon of the week,
will assist in the services. A solo, "In
Times Like These,"
will be sung by Wayne
Halley, minister of
music, who will direct
the Church Choir in
special music at both
services. Richard
Jones will be organist.
Sunday School will
be at 9:30 a.m. and
Church Training at 6
p.m.

First Methodist
Speakers at the First
United Methodist
Church will be the
pastor, the Rev.
Walter E. Mischke,
Jr., at the 8:40 and
10:50 a.m. services
and Joe Stroud, missionary to Japan, at 7
p.m. service.
"Praise God For
Deliverance" with
scripture from Psalm
107 will be the subject
of Dr. Mischke's sermon.
Gus Robertson, Jr.,
will sing a solo at the
8:40 service. The
Chancel Choir,
directed by Paul
Shahan with Bea Farrell as organist, will
sing the anthem,
"Thou Who Was't
God," at the 10:50 a.m.
service.
Church School will
beat 9:45 a.m..

MemoriakBaptist
L
f
THEY'RE ONLY
OBEYING ORDERS.,BUT THEY MUST
STOP.. OR I'LL HAVE TO HIT THEM
INSTEAP OF THEIR RIFLES..

IRA G.CORN,Xt.

Had East done some
Vulnerable- Both Dealer
thinking, declarer would not --South The biddinghave fared so well When
Nerth East
Sestb West
declarer runs the diamond
IN? All
Pass
I NT
nige for a losing finesse.
Pam
East should refuse to win
the trick. The diamond conOpening lead Heart six
tinuation is won by East's
queen and now declarer has
delay establishment of
lost control. Regardless of
dumm_y's long suit.
how he squirms, he cannot
put dummy's diamonds to
Bid with Corn
good use and the contract
fails by two tricks.
South holds: 10-7-81-B
Watch out for those long
•Q.11084
suits in dummy. When
11,J 9 4
dummy's entries are scarce,
•AQ5
it's usually a good idea to
•106
North &nth
1*
-NORTH
18-7-81-A
2NT
•A 7
•102
•11111174
ANSWER: Three no trump.
+872
No reason to look for slam
WEST
EAST
and no reason to rebid
•9 2
•QJ 1084
•Q 7 6 5
spades. A no trump game
•J 9 4
•6 3
•AQ5
should be the optimum
•QJ9 4
+106
contract.
SOUTH
--Send bridge questions to The Aces,
•K 5 3
P0 Box 12363, Dallas, Texas 75225,
•A K 3
with selleddressed, stamped envelope
•9 2
for reply
•AK5 3

Ill II

FOR MONDAY,
career matters. Trust in- NOVEMBER 9,1981
stincts.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Write or visit relatives.
Don't let immediate frustrameetings are
Private
tions cause you to lose faith.
favored over group participaRelaxation takes the edge off
tion. Pay no heed,,to a jealous
needless worry.
friend's indifference. Privacy
VIRGO
abets relaxation.
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
CAPRICORN
Minor financial transactions
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
are favored, but an innate
Contacts are useful to.your
cautiousness makes you in no
career, but entertaining
mood for larger ventures.
friends at home is not favored.
Family is supportive.
Use leisure time to clear up
LIBRA
unfinished business.
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
AQUARIUS
.
011~414
Buy essential items of
( Jan. 20 to Feb. 18 I
clothing, and don't neglect apTrusted advisers come to
pearance. Self-preoccuation
your assistance. Unexpected
could cause a rift with others.
happenings may temporarily
Reach out.
upset career plans. Be adapSCORPIO
table.
Accept an invitation.
(Oct.23toNov.21)
PISCES
Seriousness of purpose adds
( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
to resolve. A work situalton
Once you take a look at the
tests you. Relax, then look for
books and get them in order,
solutions. Income improves
you may adopt a cautious atnow.
titude. Be alert for new career
SAGITTARIUS
opportunities.
(Nov. 22to Dec. 21

I THINK I OWE
YOU AN APOLOGY_

NANCY---CAN I
BORROW SOME
TOOTHPASTE?

THE ACES

anything to do with your
father's azotemia His kid
ney function probably dec
lined with age, and perhaps
poor circulation to the
kidneys if tber# is not
enough circulation to the
kidneys, they cannot filter
very well.
DEAR DR. LAMB
My
morn had a complete hysterectomy when she was 33
She is now 42 Her regular
doctor did a Pap smear every year. Recently she moved
and went to another doctor
for her Pap smear. The
nurse told her there was no
sense in having a Pap smear
if she has had a hysterectomy because there is no way
to get cancer if there was
nothing down there. Should
she have her Pap smear or
not?
DEAR READER -- It is
unlikely that a woman will
have cancer of the vagina
but a purist might think of
that as a reason to have a
Pap smear.
But before the nurse so
quickly told your mother
that she didn't need a Pap
smear she should have
known what kind of hysterectomy your mother had.
A partial hysterectomy
leaves the cervix intact and
early detection of cancer of
the cervix is the main reason
for a Pap smear. The
answer to your question
depends then on whether
your mother still has her
cervix or not. If she does not
know already, her doctor
can tell her that when she is
examined.

The Memorial
Bapitist Church will
hear a lay speaker
from Kentucky Gideons speak at 10:50
a.m. and the pastor,
the Rev. Jerrell White,
whose topic will be
"The message of
with scrip% Micah"
ture from Micah 1-7 at
7 p.m.
Mason Billington,
deacon of the week,
and Wayne Cathey will
assist in the services.

11111 I
II 1 ;,
iii

ill I it) )I 40

Imitiamolomendlimit

Milton Gresham,
minister of music and
youth, will direct the
Sanctuary Choir in
special music with
Margaret Wilkins as
organist and Michael
Wilkins as pianist.
Sunday School will
be at 9:40 a.m. andChurch Training at 6
p.m.

Grace Baptist
The Rev. R. J. Burpoe, pastor, will speak
at the 10:50 a.m. and
5:30 p.m. services at
Grace Baptist Church,
617 South Ninth Street.
Leland Peeler will
direct the Church
Choir as they sing "All
Because of God's
Amazing Grace" at
the morning hour.
Dwane Jones will be
organist and Terry
Dotvney will be
pianist. The Youth
Group will sing at the
evening service.
Sunday School with
Dan Billington as
superintendent will be
at 9:45 a.m.
Services will be
Wednesday at 7 p.m.
First
Christian
A representative of
Gideons International
will speak at the 10:45
a.m. service at First
Christian Church, according to the pastor,
the Rev. David C.
Roos.
Margaret Boone will
direct the chancel
choir as they sing the
anthem, "Amazing
Grace," with Maxine
Clark as organist.,
Assisting in the services will be Kent Forrester, 0. B. Boone,
Jr., Joe Rigsby, Norman Hale, Elmer Collins, Ron Gray, Sandy

Lucas, Benny Maddox,
Jim Stickler, Mrs.
Clyde Jones, Mr. and
Mrs. Lenvel Yates,
Dorothy Norris. Jean
Fleming, Maurine Loftin, and Sarah Van
Meter.
Sunday School will
be at 9:30 a.m., Youth
Groups Outing will be
at 3 p.m. at home of
Dorothy Norris,
Cypress Bay, and second in the series of
Portraits of Jesus at 6
p.m. at the education
building.
Hazel Baptist
The pastor, the Rev.
James T. Garland, will
preach at the 11 a.m.
and 7 p.m. worship
services'at Hazel Baptist Church.
Music will be
directed by Gene Orr
Miller with Oneida
White as pianist and
Gwyn Key as organist.
Special music for the
morning worship service will be by the
church choir.
Sunday School will
be at 9:45 a.m. with
Don Bailey as director
and Church Training
will be at 6 p.m. with
Pat Hutson as director.

Financing
Approved
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — Despite op-

position statements
that McCreary County
doesn't need another
shopping ccjiter, the
Industrial Revenue
Bond Oversight Committee has approved
bond financing of
almost $2.5 million for
the project.

FAKIR
1 LEGAL NOTICE

1 LEGAL NOTICE

PUBLIC NOTICE
The City of Hazel will hold a public
hearing at City Hall, Hazel, Ky., 7:00
p.m. Nov. 17, 1981 regarding the use of
Revenue Sharing Funds. Citizens attending shall have the right to provide written and oral comments and suggestions
as to the possible use of the Revenue
sharing funds.
2 NOTICE

2 NOTICE

WALLIS DRUG 1
•PRESCRIPTIONS .FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
*HOSPITAL MIMI'S FOR RENT AND SALE
•LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
•HOUISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
(its I omit%
fry
,uPhtiPty on PreSir rip4S11.04,so

6. HELP WANTED

6

HELP WANTED

N eervkies?
Ever thought of working on o towboat?
• The river industry employs thousands of
men-women. They receive good pay and
many fringe benefits. Work 30 days stay
home 30 days. Fo!.
..-sfa write: CRF., INC.
P. O. Box 121,Dept. 331, Doniphan, Mo.
63935 for foster reply send selfaddressed stomped envelope.

—

liii

• 13.414: II THE WINK 41. t ..1.1.111.141 it I IMI.%.%lamellas.

2. NOTICE
Do your Christmas shopp
ing at B.Z.T. House of
Ceramics or make your
own. Classes 6 p m 9
p.m. Mon.-Fri. 15 miles
out on 94E

l

Bible Coll
"Prossure" - 75,ow
4444; Child,*s
Bible Story - 7594445.
Choose the best for
your wedding. We hove
invitations and napkins.

Carter
Studio
300 Main

31t -

19 FARM EQUIPMENt 24 MISCELLANEOUS 34 HOUSES FOR RENT

753-8298

SPECIAL
KT Serpentine
Chains Reg. $36.00
16" 14

Now $12.95. 11" 14
Kt. Serpritime Chains

Reg. $4,0.00 Noy
$16.95.:\lleatiag
Newts 14 LI, log.
$7.15 Now $3.1r.
GOLD & SILVER
PAWN SHOP
ohmic Pima
753.7113
Opus 1 a.m. to, p.m. Deily, 1 p.n.-6 p.n. Sudsy.

Best prices on three point
seeders also truck tool
boxes Vinson Tractor
753 4892

Goodyear, Firestone, BF
Goodrich and others
Tractor and farm tires on
farm tire service. Snappy
service. Vinson Tractor
Co. 753-4892.
Hydrolic oil for all tractors. SOme new and used
parts for Fords and other
tractors. Plow points for
all plows. Manifolds for
Ford, Massey Ferguson
and AC tractors. Vinson
Tractor Co. 753-4892.

5, LOST & FOUND
REWARD - Small mostly beagle male with white
flea-collar lost about two
miles east of Murray. 7591719 or 753-4641.
Found small' black and
brown female dog wearing harness in East school
area. Call 753-5463.

6. HELP WANTED
Male dance instructor no
experience required will
train. Thurmond School
of Dance 753-9756.
ENVELOPE COMPILERS NEEDED!! For
information malt selfaddressed stamped.
envelope to: WALKER'S,
604 N. Oak, Durand, MI.
48429.

So

chill

your

wont:

to

toil

piano lessons but
yctu hot. to buy o
piano before your.
sure theywill stick
with it. RENT IT
FIRST!. Rent op-,
plies to purchoso

CLAYTONS
753-7575
Want guitar player-singer
to play in Blue Grass
band. Call 753-9400 after
5:00.

SPINET CONSOLE
PIANO FOR SALE Wanted: Responsible
party to take over piano.
Can be seen locally.
Write Mr. Powers, Box
327, Carlyle, Illinois
62231.

URGENTLY NEED
DEPENDABLE PERSON who can work
without supervision for
Texas oil company in.
Murray area. We train.
Write K. K. Dick, Pres.,
Southwestern Petroleum,
Box 789, Ft. Worth, Tx.
76101.
350 weekly stuffing
envelopes. For information send self addressed
stamped envelope to Kenny S. 88 North St.
Stoneham, Ma.02180.

Kelley's Termite
IL Pest Control

Want person to babysit
for 14 month old daughter
of school teacher in our
home. Call 759,4777 after 5
•
p.m.

uriala

10. BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY

•
Former Diamond Directs
started a more profitable
business. 965-5387 Call
now!!!

Olympia electric desk
typewriter $200.00 or best
offer 753-7275.

TRY
BEFORE
YOU
BU(

23 EXTERMINATING

Will rake up leaves.
Leave name and address
at 1615 Miller Ave.

Depression glass and
showcase 753-6152.

22 MUSICAL

Very attractive opportunity with reliable
company. Looking for
husband and wife teams
or mature singles who are
seeking to supplement
present incomes. Call 7530352 between 9 and 11
a.m.

Will remove dead or unwanted trees and shrubs.
Call for free estimates'
before 2:30. 753-5484.

Firewood for sale 753 3523
or 753 0281

300 Massey Ferguson
combine corn and grain
headers. Call 492-8621.

Need Cash? We buy old
glassware. Phone 7533642.

Any leaves need raked or
any other job that can be
done in the afternoon.
Please call 753-9199.
Faternity Fund Raising.

Firewood $25 00 rick
delivered. Call after 5
p.m. 436.2744.

1973 Massey Ferguson
tractor 135 with equipment, also 12 x 56 mobile
home and two lots, Call
436-2555.

186
Custom frames for pic• tures and painting. Murray Leather Co. Dixieland
Center 759-9633.

9. SITUATION

13 ft upright Kelvinator
freezer, 14 ft, john boat
with a 12 hp motor and
trailer 159 MO after a

2006 Disk Wailes stock.
Do not buy disk blades un
til you get our price. All
gauges and sizes_ Vinson
Tractor Co. 753-492.

P&p. 711 1914

24 MISCELLANEOUS
Kitchen Aid dishwasher
portible, Kenmore
automatic washer and
dryer, Hearth Glow wood
burning stove used three
months, 1976 Yamaha
500CC twin cylinder
motorcycle, camper- top
for fleet side pickup. Call
759-1521.

Want to buy standing
timber cash or percentage. J.L. McKnight 7537528. -

Under Warranty
take up payments

CLAYTONS

753-7575

27. MOBILE
HOMES SALES
Very well kept 12x60 Esquire mobile home offering two bedrooms, stepup front kitchen, living
room and bath. Also includes two new air conditioners, extra closet
space, new carpet, stove
and refrigerator. Selling
price of 24500.00. Call
after 5 p.m. 759 1293.

2
/
12x64 three bedroom 11
bath newly carpeted, partially furnished. 14500.00
Call after5 p.rn. 753-449.

28. MOBILE
HOME RENTALS
Mobile home for rent.
Three bedroom furnished
753-4864.
Two two bedroom trailers
$160.00 and $170.00. Brandi's Trailer Court. Call
753-8411.
11 x 60, all electric, 2
bedroom, furnished, has
washer & dryer. In city.
Only $150. Also 2 bedroom
10 x 57, furnished, only
$115. Col(Fnan R. E. 7539898.
Two bedrooms with central heat, hew furniture
and carpet. Near univer
sity. Shady Oaks Mobile
Home Court 753 5209.
Mobile home, 12x50, furnished, near university,
water, sewer, G-P up furnished. Available. Phone
753-3895 after 5:00.

•

Miwl

Warehouse
Sterag• Space
For Iterst
753-415$
32. APTS. FOR RENT

Two bicycles motor cross
and -JO speed boys bike
like new. Call 753-9229.

Small furnished apartment $90.00 plus deposit.
No children, no pets. See
at 407 S. 8th St.

Anti-freeze for recreational vehicles. Call 7534947 after 5:30 p.m.
Snap on front end align-

Lombard chain saws and
service. Stokes Tractor
Industrial Rd.
Wood, Cut up slabs, $17.00
a rick. Call 753-8526.
Wood stove for sale 4365657.
.Pirewood
Order now and burr
seasoned wood this winter
436-2798.

Want to buy. Used motor
home 24 foot or smaller.
Call 753-0114.

Wood for. tale 425.00 a
rick. Call 489:2101 or 489' 2731,
FiciME FLIRNISHINGS.--Yerx-FM-AM- fituftiplex
receiver, stereo cassette
Boys
-wredrobm suit.
8-track recorder, BSR
Bunkbed, new matquanta 720 turn tabl6 150
tresses, three drawer
watts maximum. Can be
chest, four drawer -chest
seen at A6 Coach Estates
S150.00 753-189.
5. 16th St. Nine months
ofd sell for $550.00.
Trailer couch and Chair.
753-0584 or 759-4107.
Firrwood for sale $25.00
rick delivered. Call 436Three piece bedroom suit 2744 after 5 p.M.
51254753 2328, /53-4732.
•

NOT JUST
A HOME...
AN ESTATE
OF MIND
Beautiful 4 or

Building in Olympic
'Plaza Shopping Center
Reasonable Rent Coll
Tom Karyouriis.

5
bedroom, 3 bath
Gatesborough
home on a duble
lot. There are two
heat pumps with a
humidifier, central vacuum
system, intercom,
automatic garage
door opener, wet
bar, and two
patios. Everything
you need for cornfortabk, leisurely
family living. Call
for an appointment today, 7531222, Kopperud
Realty. We are
members of Multiple listing service.

753-9469
37. LIVESTOCK
•SUPPLIES
21 head Holstein heifers
open, average weight 650
lbs. 901-7821234.

AKC German Shepard
Puppies, 28 champions
and five generations also
registered American
Eskimo Spitz puppies and
guard dog. 502-5542153.
Black poodle for sale. Call
753-2300 after 5 p.m.
Nine month old female
black great dane fully
obediance trained and
certified. Cropped ears,.
good blood line, AKC
registered. Must sell due
to personal problem
$350.00. Will negotiate call
Sal 753-6527 or 751-9101.
Doberman puppies have
had shots S50.00759-4651.

ASSUMABLE
LOAN

AAA Dog Grooming 13
years experience. Call
Goldie Brown Lynn Grove
435-4579Six month 0Id BIack,
Great Dane, full

30. BUSINESS RENTALS pedigree, cropped ears,

Three room furnished or
unfurnished apartment
400 S.6th 247-1459.

1949 Ford pickup, set of
barbells, ankle and wrist
weights. Call 753-605.4.

FOR
LEASE

38. PETS- SUPPLIES

'Firewood mostly oak
$22.00 per rick delivered.
Call 753-6153 or 753-5513.

3000 board ft. of poplar
lumber. Call 489-2719.

Two houses near
university. $ 100 00
depo6'/1. S100.00 per month
rent. Call 753-6114 after 6
p.m.

1971 Richardson Trailer
12x60 two bedroom furnished. Gal, central air
and heat. Excellent condition. "Call 753 3142 and
after 5 p.m. call 753-8854.

Dinner bell no. 2, 18 ft.
refrigerator, utility
trailer, camper-topper,
antique corn shelter, iron
wash kettle, 2-ton International grain truck, 16
gauge shell loader with
accessories. Call 437-4801.

trade 436-2506.

14. WANT TO BIL

REPOSSESSED
25"COLOR TV

REAL ESTATE

GET CLOSE TO
NATURE
With this private 5
acre fenced track
Two or three bedroom
near KY Lake.
house. Vs acre tot, newly
Situated
decorated, carpeted, in
beautifully with a
Lynn Greve. Also three
private drive and a
bedroom, two bath, all
stocked pond. You
electric with fireplace
Two miles south on 641
can do some great
Coleman R.E. 753-9891
relaxing and
Three bedroom furnished
fishing at your own
or unfurnished, new fur
private retreat.
niture, newly re
block
Concrete
decorated on shady lot,
basement with
garden space. Outside the
roof goes withthe
city. 753-5arr, 753-2676.
property. Price
Two bedroom cottage, livjust lowered to
ing room, titchen, full
$10,000 and owner
bath. Located at Paris
will finance.
Landing on the Coast
Guard Road. $125.00 a
Phone any
month plus - utilities.
member of the
Deposit required. 507 436
Realty
Kopperud
5353.
Home Team at 75336 FOR RENT OR LEASE 1222 for all the
details. Price just
reduced.

Two apartmepts for rent
one single bedroom, one
two bedroom furnished or
unfurnished except appliances. 753-8730 before 5
p.m. or 753-6965 after 5
p.m.
Newly decorated one
bedroom apartment furnished or unfurnished
near hospital and
downtown. Call 759-4756
before 11 a.m. or after 5
p.m.

13 FOR SALE OR TRADE ment machine. $1800.00 Or
Will trade 1972 Grand
Prix and 1972 Kawassaki
450MX for Honda XR250,
X R500(or similar bike) in
good condition. Call 474,2211 and-ask for Joe.

26 TV RADIO

43

Two bedroom house on N
I8th Street partially fur
fleshed Call 753 5737
Three Redness% hawse
near consul? CON 119
1414.

Newly decorated one
bedroom apartment
$175.00 per month. Call
Spann Realty Associates
753-7724.
Two bedroom apartment'
for rent, range, overii
refrigerator, dishwasher,
and'
disposal, washer
dryer hookup, air, carpet.
No pets. One year lease,
and $225 deposit required.
$225 per month. Phone
753-2622 or 753-3865.
Two bedroom apartment
at Embassy Apts. Call
753-3530.

33. ROOMS FOR RENT
1111=1111,

Room for rent on block
from University 753-1812
or 753 6933.

HOUSES FOR RENT
House for Tent in Taylor
Stdre community. Con:
tact tarry Hurt MUrray
SO/ply 753-3361.
Nice two bedroom unfurnished house, five
miles from Murray on 641
S. Econornkal gas floor
furnace', 8200.00 per
month. Call Boyd-Majors
753-1000.
Five room house east of
Murray available immediately 49-7234 after
4:30..

fully obedience trained.
Call Sal, 753-9101, 7536527.

40. PRODUCE
Turnips $5.00 bushel. 900
N. 12th 753-5561.

41 PUBLIC SALE
Moving sale 812 aesiwell
Fri. 8-2 p.m., Sat. 8-12
p.m. T.V. stand,
children's clothes, toys,
miscellaneous.
Yard sale 121 S. Fri. 9-5,
Sat.9-2.
Three party yard sale.
Bedspreads, blankets,
towels, quilts, tools,
ladies clothes, material,
kids clothes, much more.
Fri. and Sat.609 S. 11th.

777FrEAL=AliriPe

SUPER ASSUMPTIONS! Yes. . you con!
There are alternative
methods of buying and
selling property,
however, and in many
cases they ore more
beneficial to the buyer
and the seller than
traditional methods
These alternative
methods will become
increasingly popular in
the next decade. As
average home prices
and prime mortgage interest rates increase,
the demand for afternative methods of buy
ing and selling increase
correspondingly. Currently, more than 50%
of all real estate transactions involve one or
more a:temotive.financ,
me
ing methods
thod.s -the t-cire
beneficial to both the
buyer and seller of- pro
. methods
perty.
•
available to you.

USIETT÷ASS, MEAL

ing

•

, 'Mucky Ann
1,40,,
110.7
(502)

1

Quality, beauty
and convenience
are a few of the adjectives that
describe this 3
bedroom, 2 bath
home, less than 4
years old. Home is
sparkling clean
and features a
family room,
fireplace with
wood stove, heat
pump and central
air. Located 1 mile
north of Coldwater
on 121 North in the
Ben DeField Subdivision. Priced at
$44,500 through
Kopperud Realty,
711 Main Street.
HOUSE AND
00 ACRES
Attractively
remodeled 3
bedroom home
and 80 acres
located 13 miles
northwest of Murray. Land includes
several acres of
good timber and
approximately 30
acres bendable. Offered at only
$62,500 through
Kopperud Realty,
711 Main.
Extraordinary
Cattle
Farm
100
Over
acres of lush
clover and fescue
psalmist, 3 ponds, plum
automatic water trough,
2 wells and 3 excellent
barns, woven wire
fences all around plus
exterior fences. Farm Is
In A-I condition, limed
and fertilized regidarly,
Spacious 3 BR brick
home with double
garage and Iota of extras. Call Spann Realty
Associates for details.
723-7721.

41 LOTSFOP SAir 50VSEI5TileCer aSERVICESOFFERED
a
'
Com fete anct Wog Is .ine
ton Chevrolet
4 acres '. mile highway
easements
Da.i
pickup goo* condition
iftintage Route 1146 next
• iveways iodelvallis and
to Irvin Cobb eSerf
(all 7$)9•1111 after 49 trn
Storm ifillart 10v. •if'.
24.000. MOO 00 down
eaperienct •ncl Ires•
19/5 International
wooer- hawk.% -eke at.
estimates PSI 59/1
firevelen custom tie with
cebt boat or travel trailer
towing
trailer
package.
Of
Bat
write
in
traoe
Or
COM refe and blocks and
automatic. PC/VW steer
brick Basements drive'
tesen Carbondale. Ill or
753 141S
ing and air
call 611 549 1007 alter 5
ways. sidestiaiks and
nights 153 5440 days
storm Cellar'. 70 VW%
m
experience
and free
estarates 753 5476
141,3 international", term
45 FARMS FOR SALE truck
lift fiat bid prxe
Call 79 1061
$28.50
Exctusive tarmiette with
Aluminum SMIsCe
livoodland. pasture.
51 CAMPERS
aluminum NCI nool
-1Ifrganic garden. large
stock barn. with
. electrii.
custom trim
sodtne
Fond down camper 8400 00
Pr, work shop. garage
or trade 436 7506
work References Call
area Clean two bedroom
Will Ed Bailey '753
brick home with large kit
52 BOATS & MOTORS
chen -carpet air, wood
stove, electric heat
lift Aiumitratt boat and
825.000 Call evenings 759
trailer 1990 model 70 hp
1644
Mariner motor. 8,000 lb
UN Op 111.1a.
electric wench with
Osten(es 111 wart
bumper 753 3057
46 HOMES FOR SAL
paarantesd. leas
IsIlwaka. CM 759 1159
SERVICES OF
w 7534
House for sale or rent
Well clean basements. at
Call 753 0117
Sammy Tidwell painting
tics, garages. haul away
tor E xper ion(lid
contra(
"Moine for sale by owner, lunk Call 456 7797
interior and exterior pain
1505 Oak Dr . excellent
tins! Free estimates Call
Firewood for sale 120 00
condition, immediate
753 4616 or 75)0487
rick delivered Call 436
possession. Three
2192
bedroom brick over 1400
floy's Carpenter Shop
sq. ft. living are.. Fully
Let TILD
Leaf Removal Custom cabinets, wood
carpeted Phone Paducah
Landscaping and Lawn
working. furniture repair.
before 5.00 p.m. 554 4111
Maintenance take care of
formica, replace wood in
554
p.m.
5:00
after
or
this troublesome task
old cars If itS wOod work
7580 Ask for Ken Adams.
Quickly and efficiently
ing call 753 4114
Free estimates 759 1913
New 3 bedroom, 2 bath,
80 GMC Van Conversion
built in appliances Must
Mobile home repairs
Full/ customized with
sell $30,000. Call 489 2670.
Setup underpinning, por
refrigerator, sink, stereo.
misceinaneous -Cali
cries,
couch (converts into
47 MOTORCYCLES
753 9138 or 753 5292
bed), rally wheels
All your plumbing and air
custom paint and cap
1975 Kawasaki 500 $400 00.
conditioning needs, 'kis°
tains char,. 13.000 miles
Call after Sp m. 759 9717,
Reply tont' 5014
do carpentry, painflhg,
1 9 7 5 3 5 0 Hondil
roofing and concrete All
ALCOA ALUMINUM
combination road and
work done to satisfaction
SIDING or vinyl siding
trail bike Excellent
753 2211
and trim Aluminum trim
condition Call 4312744.
for brick houses Jock
Roy's Carpenter Shop
Gtover 753 1873
1977 Honda MR 175
Custom cabinets, woOd
Elsinore excellent condi
working, furniture repair, Alexander' SeptK Tank
tion, new tires. Sell to
formica,• replace Wood in Cleaning Vacoum clean
highest bidder 753 7597.
Old - cars 'Eight foot. ed from "your driveway
starter kitchen $438 00
industrial, residential, or
CARS
49 USED
Call 753 4124
commercial, 24 hour ser
vice Call 753 5933
MOBILE HOME
1974 Pontiac LeMans
Insulation
REPAIR
K L K Stump Removal
Sport 350 engine newly
windoiv and door, under
Do you need stumps
overhauled transmission.
pinning. tie down, removed from yoor yard
Call 436 2107 after 6 p.m
coolseal, patio and porch
or land cleared of
.
p
Stum'
Free estimates NO JOB
') We can remove
1969 Opel GT, automatic
TO SMALL. 753 6973
stumps up to 14" below
Excellent condition
The ground, leaving only
$1,750.00. Call 354 6217
GENERAL HOME
sawdust and chips Call
REPAIR
15 years ex
for free estimate, Bob
1976 Audi Fox asking
perience Carpentry, con
Kemp 435 4343 or Bob
$2000.00 will trade Call
roofing,
plumbing,
crete,
Kemp, Jr 435 4319
753.86458.
TO
JOB
stiding NO
Automobile mechanic
SMALL Free estimates.
1975.Grand-Prix good conwill do work on automatic
Days 474 2359, nights 474
dition tow miles. Call 753
2276.
and all gasoline engined
7261.
trucks. All work dont
1980 Citation four door,
guaranteed. Call 437 4.546
Appliance Service' Give
power steering brakes,
us a call we repairem all
SEASONED FIREWOOD
air. 753-9400 after 5:00.
Dryers, washers,
Mixed hardwoods 18" 24"
refrigerators, stoves and
available 827.50 a rick
1974 MGBGT white new
freezers 759 1322
delivered Call John
rebuilt engine $1200.00.
Pence sales at Sears now,
Boyer at 753 8536
Call 436-245,
Call Sears 753 2310 for
A
1976 Dodge Aspen SE one
free estimate for your
Will inspect and clean
need'.
owner, small V 8
chimneys 498 8958
automatic, power, vinyl
Johnson Electric. COM
roof, bucket seats and
We shampoo carpets
mercial and residential
cruise. Call 753-7788.
guaranteed references,
wiring, gas installed and
reasonable 759 9633
repairing 753 7203.
1974 Mustang II excellent
759
or
condition. 753-8619
Carpet Cleaning. Clean
APPLIANCE SERVICE
1673.
odor free carpet, last
KENMORE,
smells better.
and
longer
1970 Plymouth, 1962
WHIRLPOOL,
.For free estimates call
Dodge, 1960 Rambler
WESTINGHOUSE 20
Cleaning,
Carpet
'Jeff's
years experience. Bobby
choice $20000 firm 7599826. Experienced and
753
Hopper, Bob's Appliance'
TOOL
reliable.
Service 2035 5th St 753
472or 753 111186
1970 Chevy Nova four
Vacuum cteaners Kirby,
door, automatic. Phone
Electrolux, Filter Queen,
Dill Electric answer ser
436-2920.
Rainbow with all at
vice
calls on plumbing
tachments, all good as
and electric 753 9104,
1977 Thunderbird good
new $12900. Call Paris
after 5:00435 4234.
condition, AM-FM radio, 901 642 7473.
tint glass, four new tires.
For your lime hauling and
Call 767-2555.
P & D Latoni Service Mow
lime spreading while
ing, small tree and Woe
rock, gravel, sand, coal
1976 Gran Torino good
rrimmincv Frlara
hauling call 753 4545 or
condition 436 2227.
-Estimates. 436 2997.
see Rodger Hudson
located 10 miles east on
Guttering by Sears. Sears
1978 Cougar $3500.00 call
Hwy.94
continuous gutters install
753.8451 after 5 p.m.
ed per your specifica
CARPET CLEANING
tions. Call Sears 753 2310
1970 Chevrolet four door
Free estimates Satisfied
for free estimate
runs good, good hunting
references Vibra Vac
car 8225.00. Call 4362850.
steam or quick dryclean
MOBILE HOME
ing LEE'S CARPET
1977 Olds Delto, 2
ANCHORS underpinning,
CLEANING,753 5827
door, locally owned
roof's sealed, patio awn
ings, and house type roofs
Professional office and
for mobile homes 753
building maintenance
1573. Jack Glover.
daily or weekly Lee's
Carpet Cleaning 753 5827.
Need work on your trees?
Topping, pruning, shop
ing, complete removal
Boy's Carpenter Shop.
and more. Call BOVER'S
7535315
I 406W
Custom cabinets, wood
TREE SERVICE,tor pfo
working,furniture repair,
fessional tree care. 753
fortnica, replace wood in
1961 T-bird $400.00 or
8536.
old Cars If its wood work
trade 436 2506
ing call 753 4124
Asphalt driveways and
parking lots sealed by
Will sharpen hand saws,
Sears For free estimates
chain saws and skill saws.
call 753%2310
call 753 4656
AAA CUSTOM MADE
Floor Sanding &
CABINETS, bookcaSes,
finishing 3S4 6127.
music centers, etc.
Reasonable 436 2566.
1974 Fiat, 35 miles
4•E•••••••••=,

PURDOMS
OLDSMOBILE
PONTIAC
CADILLAC

For
Sale

per gallon, excellent
condition.
1972 Grand Torino,
real sharp, extra nice.

CRAMPED FOR SPACE
1979 Monte Carlo,
- Your family will enjoy
with all extras.
loaded
this large 3 8R, 2 bath
brick ranch house with
," large family -room, -formal dining rooln spacious.
eat in kitchen and oversiz
eft -mint Yelditr - Also-featuring fenced yard,
garage and attic storage
1972_ Oldsmobile
you have yard, yard and
new tires.
Cutlass,
2acre
/
more yard on this 11
lot conveniently located 2
miles from town. You get
753-7113
a great deal here for a
and
Mull price. Come
RUCKS
We for yourself" Call
50
igen* Realty! Associates
-1979
Ford
753
Courier
753-7724.
1308

7511113

-- FOR SALE

USED f

J&H General Contractor
roofing, painting, hauling
and etc 15 years ex
per ience Phone night or
day 4/4 8006 or 474 0092.
Professional
paperhanging, painting,
farm buildings,ft*,sides.
Commercial or
residential. Call Tremor+
Farris 159 1917.

56 FREE COLUMN
Three free puppies and
one mother dog adorable
to good home. Call after 4.
p.m. 753.3020.
Free puppies German'
Shepard Australian
thepard . cross. Call 498.
8376. •-

-HORNBUCKLE.BARBI*VHOP
225 L. P. teillier St. (*awes friss Ceiewisisity teeter)

Specializing in Senior Citizens
cos st.oe Open Hours
Mon., Toes:, Thurs., Fri., Sat.
$12 753-36115
For Appointment

PALI. 121111. MI HIRAI. ky., 11.1N4,14 & I IMEs,Sewn's) Nsibrmber 7. MI

Obituaries

ir

Open Doily 9.9
Sundays 12-6

Reed Rites
Are Sunday
Services for Bertha
Reed, 89, Mayfield,
will be Sunday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of
Linn Funeral Home,
Benton, with the Rev.
R. B. Cope and the
Rev. Carey Puckett officiating. Burial will
be in New Liberty
Cemetery in Graves
County.
The Mayfield resident, a retired
employee of Merit
Clothing Company,
died Friday at 2:45
a.m. in Community
Hospital, Mayfield.
She was a member of
New Home Baptist
Church.
Survivors include
her husband, Bill Joe
Reed; a daughter,
Martha English,
Briensburg, two sons,
Billy Gene Reed,
Aurora, and Glen
Reed, Mayfield; two
sisters, Estell Cathey,
Benton, and Onie
West, Mayfield; three
brothers, Johnny
Copeland, Kirksey,
Walter Copeland,
Michigan, and Noble
Copeland, Florida; 12
grandchildren;n nine
great-grandchildren.
Friends may call af
the funeral home.
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CLIP N'SAVE COUPONS.
a
WV WV wig tiviioing WV vw Wit WV w•WV WV WV WV WV Wi

1.33

Misses' Sizes

Men's Crew Socks
Orlon acrylic with
stretch nylon. 1013.
*Du Pon, Veg. TM

Limit 2

Hand Towel,
16x26"

58C
Sale Price

With

570

Our Reg. 5.96

Coupon

2-1b.• Bag Popcorn
Guaranteed to
pop. White kernels. Good.

tv
vcenantP
OPCO
,
c e etc,s,e,g"We.
rc0
.

Our Reg. 6.97

Sensational Slip-ons At
A K mart* Sayings Price
Stylish, long-sleeve tops of
acrylic. Great colors, trims.

•9981 wt.

Hospital

Washcloth, 12x12"

I

Coupon Good Nov. 8-10, 1981

3Piece Velour
Towel Ensemble
Plush cotton/polyester in a
rainbow of solid colors.

Our Reg. 1.67

1.33 16x26"
Dish Towel

Brighten Up Your Kitchen
With Terry Dish Towels
Cotton/polyester. In colors.
Our sr,12x12"Dishcloth ,57*

COUPON

Reports
11-3-81
Adults 134
Nursery 4
Newborn Admission
Lawson, Baby Girl
(Brenda), P.O. Bx.
206, Murray.
Di.smissals
Brandon G. Linton,
1212 College Cts., Murray, Myron E. Bates
Jr., Bx. 233, New Concord, Kathy Sue
Adams and Baby Girl,
Rt. 6, Murray, Linda
Darlene Anderson and
Baby Boy, Rt. 5, Murray, Anita B. Thurman
and Baby Girl, Rt. 5,
Murray,
Theresa A. Dillon,
Rt. 8, Murray,
Virginia W. Riggins,
504 Richardson, Murray, David A. Lafon,
Rt.3, Paris,Tenn.,Edward E. Johnson, Rt.
5, Murray, Ginger D.
Covey, 604 Vine, Murray, Gina J. Mathis,
Rt. 3, Murray,
Margaret H. Phelan,
217 S. 15th, Murray.
Clarence James
Lawrence, Rt. 1,
Calvert City, Odelle H.
Vance, 307 S.6th, Murray, Hardin Morris,
1704 Aubudon, Murray, Charles W.
Thompson, 1700
Calloway, Murray,
Sylvia Martin, P. 0-.
Bx. 82, Hazel, Rebecca
J. McCuan, Rt. 1,
Mayfield.
11-4-81
Adults 149
Nursery 5
Newborn Admissions
Goetzinger, Baby
Boy (Susan), RE. 1,
Mayfield.
Westfall, Baby Girl
(Sandra), Rt. 3, Benton.
Dismissals
Jean F. Lewis, Rt. 2,
Murray, Patricia E.
Hillyer and Baby Girl,
Rt. 9, Benton, Danny
M. Rogers, Rt. 8, Murray, Michael R. Miller,
1628 Ridgetop Apts.,
Martin, Tenn., Cindy
C. Williams, D1
Southside Manor,Murray.
Willie Lee Foster,
411 N. L.P. Miller,
Murray, Roy L. Smith,
504 Lynnwood, Murray, Judith Benedict,
317 S. 13th, Murray,
Viola McWherter, 123
Gordon, Paris, Tenn.,
Mary B. Hopkins, Rt.8
Bx. 19B, Murray,
Roberta Ferguson, 815
S. 4th, Murray.
Homer Joyce, 310
Locust, Benton, Virgie
M. Forrest, 325 W.
Farthing, Mayfield,
Williá'mDeward
Cooper, 704 Arch,
Fulton, Paul W. Purvis, RI. 6, -Murrhy,
Geniva Springfield,
Bit. 185, New Concord.

With Coupon
Women's
Coffee Filters
Disposable.For most
coffee makers, including Mr.Coffee*
100 per box.
Coupon Good Nov 8-10

CASIO.

21•9713au.r

L.C.D. Quartz Watches
5-function, with pulsating sec.'
dayidate. Very accurate.

19e1

COUPON
2-5 Per Pkg.

11/2 Qt.

VACUUM
CLEANER
BAGS
•A ma, Fveerrnt

22 LONG

An/enyn•leen Palm,

With Coupon
Vacuum Cleaner Bags
Disposable bags
for most vacuum
cleaner models.

COUPON

I...An,•A •••••auball ere *MA
1•Al ced•••••no/ verb ••••••1
Sian. reel we wen A Ow...
••Al ler e.t.a AP A -eel
&won el Immo... Awl be •

Box of 50
rounds
Lightning .22 L.R. Ammo
High-velocity, 40 grain, lubricated, unploted bullets.

-

1...rrnula
r•-••••••

7.97

73.88Save!

Our Reg. 10.97
4-pc. Pyroxx Bowl Set
Safe for microwave and conventional ovens. Gift boxed.

Chinon* 35mm Camera
With electronic flash, viewfinder, strobe, f.2 lens, case.

QUALITY PARTS AND SERVICES

Sale Price

Ern in Ion met.

VA Pt.
"Autumn
Harvest"

RIFLE

Sold in Sporting
Goods Dept.

Limit 2

RIGHT
GUARD

Ektra-liteA 10 Camera Outfit
With 110 film, built-in electronic
flash, 3-element lens.

CORNING WARe

Sale Price

Coupon Good Nov. 8-10, 1981

29.97MIT's

Our Reg.
18.17
Metal Ironing Table
4-leg stability, rounded edges,
adjustable height.
•

26.97

1.88
Coupon
With

Right Guard
10-oz.-net-wt. deodorant. Anti-stain

SPECIALS THRU SATURDAY
FRONT END ALIGNMENT
FOR MANY U.S. CARS, 13.88
•> Leff C.

SIZES I REG.
4 171103 39.76

SALE

32.00

42.76 35.00
44.76 30.00
46.76 40.00
48.76 42.00
49.76 43.00
11711x14 50.76 43.00
11711x15 51.76 44.00
L78x15 55.76 146.00
C78x14
178x14
F78x14
G711x14
G78x15

Coupon Good Nov. 8-10, 1961

COUPON
Our Reg 1.97

1.38
Coupon
With

10-oz.* Bag Candy
Chelsea ChipsTm
English Toffee

2.28
2.36
2.52
2.57
2.84

Coupon Good Nov. 8-10, 1981

Extra Charge If made
from color slide or
print photo
'tinutiml 3 Month Fr..
It•pl•t•••••rwt: liewitod
411, • MA Mem%
Prorate Adiustro•at
W•••••1,
4.•••••• ave.*.al ow.

12.88

37.76- A78x13

$54

For

Plus F.E.T. 1.58 Each
•KM78 "Our Best" Bias-ply Tire
All Tires

Plus F.E.T. Ea.

Mounting Included•No Trade-In Required
Front End Alignment... 13.88
For Many Cars
On Sale Thru Nov. 23

Installed Each
15.88

Sale Price'

Our Reg.

FAT.
1.71
1.87
2.04
2.14

•Net wt.

Christmas
Photo Cards '
25 cards with envelopes. Made
from your favorite
color hebafive.

7-day Sale
4-ply Whitewalls

With Exchange
Our Reg. 48.88

SERVICES INCLUDE:
1. Install front disc brake
pods and broke linings on rear wheels
2. Resurface drums and
true rotors
3. Inspect front caNpers
4. RebuNd rear wheel
cylinders. If possible;
replace.If necessary.
• at additional parts
cost per wheel
Cylinder
5. Repack Inner and
outer bearings
6. Inspect master
cylinder
7. Replace front grease
seals
6. Real hydraulic system
ARCIM0301190ds and 969v1cos. which
may 998 neloawd,an9 pt!rho coo

Com 2
Motor Oil
10W40

Sale Price

Limit 10

Ec

spe-

Disc/Drum Brakes
Conithinntion
far many U.S.

cial
cars.

700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray, Ky.
Rt. 7 Sedalia Rd. Mayfield. Ky.
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